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ABSTRACT

Both theoretical and. experimental studies were made to 

elicit a better understanding of the process of filtration.

Flow equations were established for rotary drum filtra

tion. Rotary .drum filtration is characterized by short fil

tration times, low pressure differentials and generally by 

high slurry concentrations. In the development of the flow 
equations cognizance was taken of two effects; (1) the vari

ation of flow rates throughout the cake due to the changes 
in cake porosity; and (2) the simultaneous flow of liquid 

and solids towards the medium. Operating and feed parameters 

were studied-using the equations.

A modified compression-permeability cell was used to 

determine the degree of friction which exists between the 

filter cake and the side-wall of the cell. A simplified 

equation was derived and tested which described the fric

tional effect. Using this equation, factors were derived 

which correct the measured porosity and specific resistance 

for side-wall friction. Although the correction factor for 

porosity is not usually large, a measurable error would . 

result if this effect were to be neglected. The correction 

for specific resistance is considerably larger and normally 

should not be neglected.

Further experimental studies were made to determine



vl 

the effect of primary compression on filter cakes. Several 

rheological models were compared with the experimental re

sults. A Kelvin model was found to adequately describe the 

primary compression.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Even though the process of filtration is as old as 

nature itself, it has been only in the last few years that 

experimental and theoretical investigations have begun to 

elucidate the basic phenomena involved. The majority of 

these investigations have been for lengthy filtrations 

where porosity was assumed to reach an equilibrium value 

with respect to compressive pressure. While this assumption 

is valid in many situations, it may not be true for short- 

time operations. During short-time operations, compressive 

pressures within the filter cake increase quickly, and the 

porosities begin to decrease, requiring varying periods 

of time to attain their final values. Cake resistances do 

not reach equilibrium values during this transient stage.

The process of filtration begins with the deposition 

of some solid particles from a slurry onto the surface of a 

porous support, called the septum. As more and more of these 

particles are deposited, a wet solid mass is developed 

which is referred to as a filter cake.

Since filtration is.a continuous process, slurry is 

admitted to the apparatus and the liquid portion of the 
slurry is withdrawn constantly. Thus at any instant of time.
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slurry flows towards the Interface of the filter cake. At 

this interface the solids are deposited onto the cake, im

mediately becoming an integral part of it and consequently 

increasing its thickness. A portion of the liquid in the 

slurry is simultaneously deposited together with the solid 

material to form a porous mass.• The remaining portion of the 

liquid flows through the cake interface and passes through 

a tortuous path formed by the Interstices of the cake and 

the septum particles.

As it flows through the cake, the liquid exerts a fric

tional drag on each particle. In turn this frictional drag 

produces an accumulative, compressive force on each successive 
element of the filter cake." Thus, the force on each element

al area of the cake, or the solid pressure at each element of 

the cake, increases from a minimum at the cake interface 

to a maximum value at the septum. This increase in pressure 

causes a parallel decrease in the intraparticle distance or 

the porosity of the cake, from a maximum value at the inter

face to a minimum at the septum. Futhermore, as the inter

stices of the cake are always liquid full, the decrease in 

porosity is accompanied by an increase in the absolute vel

ocity as the liquid flows towards the septum. This increase 

in liquid flow is in addition to the increase in the super

ficial velocity brought about by the squeezing action.
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If the cake i= being deposited, very rapidly because of 

either a large amount of solids in the slurry or high values 

of the permeability of the solid deposit, then a lag in time 

will occur before the porosity, permeability, and solids 

pressure will reach an equilibrium value. Since the mechan

ism of filtration is a continuous one, then theoretically 

as long as the fluid flows, the equilibrium values will 

never be attained.

Rotary filtration is used for filtering operations 

in which there is a high percentage of solids and where 

the cost of labor must be kept low. Basically there are 

four types of rotary filtration devices; rotary drum, rotary 

disk, rotary belt and string and rotary pan. By far the 

most common of these is the rotary drum filter. Rotary 

drum filtration is characterized by short filtration times, 

low pressure differentials, and generally by high slurry 

concentrations.

One of the first major contributions to rotary drum 
filtration was the theory reported by Ruth and Kempe (39)• 

The development of their equations was based on three assump
tions: (1) constant pressure differential across the cake, (2) 

constant filtration resistance, and (3) constant ratio of 

wet to dry cake. They also assumed that the flow rate through

out the cake was constant at any instant of time. Tiller
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(61) and. Shirato and oo-workers (44) have shown that this 

is not valid..

It is the object of this work to:

1. Establish equations for rotary drum filtration 

which will account for the variation in flow 
rate (superficial velocity) within the cake. 

In addition, these equations will include the 

cocurrent movement of the solids and the filtrate 

toward the medium as has been reported by Shirato 
and oo-workers (44).

2. Refine the established flow equations to account 

for non-equilibrium behavior of. the fluid and 

solid during filtration.

3. Establish a basis for a better understanding

of the variation of porosity and cake resistance 

with time.

4. Study the effect that side-wall friction has on 

permeability and porosity measurements obtained 

in a compression-permeability cell.



CHAPTER II

DEVELOPMENT OF FILTRATION THEORY

It is proposed to derive the dynamical flow equations 

for filtration which will account for the time effects of the 

fluid and solids which occur during the rapid filtration of 

an easily compressed material from a highly concentrated 

slurry.

I. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Modern day filtration theory can be traced back to the 
hydrodyna'Pical theories of Hagen (15), Polseuille (35), and 

Darcy (9)» These cheories were applied by King (27) and 

Slioh'oer (45) to describe the flow of liquids through reg

ularly packed spherical particles, sands, etc., and were found, 

to hold remarkably well for these systems. In the early 
twentieth century, Almy and Lewis (1) and Baker (2) exper

imentally studied the filtration of compressible sludges 

in commercial equipment. All of these investigators pos

tulated that the rate was proportional to a driving force 

divided by a resistance. The difference between their 

various theories was in the definition of the driving force 

and the resistance.
Shortly after 1900 Sperry (49) performed small scale 

filtration under accurately controlled conditions and deter

r
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mined that the flow rate of liquid was proportional to 

the one-half power of the applied pressure drop. In addi

tion, he discussed the necessity for developing a factor to 

modify the pressure term to compensate for the compression 

of the porous solids.
Underwood, In a series of articles (68, 69\ reviewed 

published experimental data and postulated that the resis

tance of compressible precipitates was a linear function 
of the applied, filtration pressure. Kozeny (29) in 1927, 

developed an equation governing the flow of fluids through 

a porous mass. For his model, he assumed a modification 

of the Polseuille equation for capillary flow and develop

ed an equation Involving porosity, specific surface and 

hydraulic radius. This last term was expressed as a quo

tient of the surface area of the channels divided by the 

cross-sectional area available for flow. By this means, he 

arrived at an equation relating the flow rate to the applied 
pressure. Carman (6) also developed a filtration equation 

relating the flow rate through a compressible porous solid 

to a specific resistance. This average specific resistance 

was found to be solely a function of the pressure drop across 

the filter cake, whether the pressure drop resulted from a 

vacuum or a positive pressure. In differential form. 
Carman's filtration is similar to Kozeny's and Is thus
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called the Kozeny-Carmen equation,

80-^ (II-l)

As represents the point slope, this equation describes 

point conditions within a compressible precipitate.
In a series of articles published by Ruth (37, 38, 39) 

the idea of specific resistance,QLr, was developed. Ruth 

wrote the basic flow equation in the following form of rate 

equals driving force divided by resistance:

The quantity (Xr is an average, overall value expressed 

on the basis of resistance per unit mass of dry cake. The 

filtration resistance of Ruth is related to the permeabili

ty of Darcy and the Kozeny-Carman equation by:

Between the time of Ruth’s and Carman’s work and that 

of Grace and Tiller there were no significant advances in 

the mathematical treatment of filtration,

Grace reported an extensive investigation of the filter

properties of some seventeen different precipitates in 
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a series of papers (11,12,13). In addition, he correlated 

local coefficients obtained in a compression-permeability 

cell with average resistance coefficients of the Ruth type 

obtained from constant pressure filtration data.

Probably the most extensive series of papers analyz

ing published data and extending the theory of filtration 
has been written by Tiller and co-authors (57,58,59,60,61, 

62,63,64,65)• In his first article he showed that the 

filtration equation proposed by Ruth did not describe the 

actual behavior of a constant pressure filtration process 
during the initial period of time. In Ruth’s derivation, 

it was assumed that the average OL was constant throughout 

the filtration. Tiller showed that there were two reasons 
why Ruth’s assumption was false. First, in the idealized 

case in which the local 0lx is known either through a rela

tion such as Equation II-3 or through direct experimental 

data, the Integrated average 01 la a constant only when the 

pressure drop across the cake is constant. However, in. 

constant pressure filtration with medium resistance, the 

pressure drop across the cake varies with time. When the 

first drop of liquid flows through the filter unit, the 

entire pressure drop is across the medlumi As time goes 

on and the rate decreases, the pressure drop across the cake 

increases'. Consequently, the average 0lR of the cake in

creases with time contrary to the assumption of Ruth.
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Second.equations like II-3 do not correctly represent the 

cake resistance. They are based on the assumption that

(Xx = » "that is the value of ps reaches an equilibrium

value. Instantaneously, on the application of pressure'.

The lag in reaching equilibrium values will be felt in fil

tration by changing (X^ with respect to time. Thus there 

are two effects which cause the average cake resistance to 
vary with time, (1) changing pressure drop across the cake 

and (2) failure of 0LA to be a function ofpQ alone.

Although previous investigators had assumed that the 

rate of liquid flow throughout the cake was constant. Tiller 
and Cooper (61) have shown that such an assumption is not 

valid. By examining the liquid flow over a differential 

section of the cake, they found the following relationship

(II-4)

This fact can be established from a consideration of the 

hydrodynamical equation for continuity. The same equation 
was proposed much earlier by Terzaghi (56).

In one of his latter articles. Tiller and Shirato (64) 

proposed that the filtration resistance is a function of 

the slurry concentration

,ctT= ( ZI-5 )
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where

J=f<6iP) (Il-Sa)

With regard, to the latter function, Shirato and. Okamura (42) 

and. Toro (6?) have confirmed experimentally that the cake 

resistance is a function of the slurry concentration.
Finally, Tiller has presented data (57) which show 

that the consolidation of the cake, as measured by the 

changes in porosity, continues for several minutes, even 

under moderately high compressive pressures'*

Thus, filtration theory has progressed from equations 

based on semi-empirical bulk principles of Hagan, Poiseuille, 

and Darcy to the refined theoretical approaches of Kozeny- 

Carman, Ruth, Tiller, and Shirato*

II. EQUATIONS FOR FLOVf THROUGH 

COMPRESSIBLE POROUS SOLIDS

Fundamental to the understanding of filtration is the 

theory of flow through compressible porous solids*  The 

theory of flow through compressible porous solids seeks to 

Interrelate volume of throughput, overall pressure diffe

rential, rate of flow, average bed porosity, mass of solids 

deposited, and time*  A closer examination of the physics 

of a filter cake will yield a better understanding of the 
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filtration process. In this examination a number of basic 

assumptions are made, they are:

Basic Assumptions

1, The flow through the porous material is one-dimen

sional and viscous. The flow is single phase,

2, Solid particles and flowing liquid are incompres

sible.

3, There is point contact between particles.

4, The porosity and the specific filtration resis

tance have the same values for both filter cake 

and confined solids in a compression-permeability 

celli The correspondence of equality can be 

assumed when the solids compressive pressure in a 

filter cake, as defined by ps= p - p^ , equals

the applied mechanical pressure in the compression

permeability cell. Essentially this assumption 

is based upon the belief that compressive forces 

produced by frictional drag are equivalent to those 

resulting from mechanical loading.

During filtration, liquid flows through the interstices 

of the compressible bed of solids exerting a compressive 

force on each element of the total filter cake. Since flow 

in most filtrations is viscous, the frictional drag and 

hydraulic pressure drop could be calculated theoretically by 
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the use of the Navier-Stokes equation of motion. However, 

the solution of such equations requires an exact geometric 

definition of the boundary conditions and restraints, 
Graton and Fraser (14) contributed a classic article to the 

literature of particle configuration in 1935» While others 

have written on the same subject, the complexity of internal 

geometrical arrangements of uniform spherical particles has ' 

led to as yet unsolved flow problems in a closed analytical 

form, it would seem futile to approach the greatly more 

difficult case of random distribution of irregularlly shap

ed particles, Happel and Brenner have discussed the 

difficulty involved in this problem of random distribution# 
Also this problem was briefly discussed by Scheldegger (40), 

Recently Snyder and Stewart (48) have presented a system of 

differential equations which describe the velocity and pres

sure profiles for creeping flow of a constant property, 

Newtonian fluid through a bed of spheres arranged in regular 

cubic close-packing. An approximate solution to this sys
tem of differential equations was obtained using Galerkln’s 

method (26), Nevertheless no theoretical solution of the 

flow through porous solids is possible without a complete 

understanding of the internal geometry of those solids and 

the changes which result from flocculation, particle migra

tion, fluid shear, etc.

In Figure II-l the particles composing the filter cake



COMPRESSIVE FORCES WITHIN 
A FILTER CAKE

FIGUiLL II-l
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are shown to be regularly arrayed, and. in point contact with 

one another. Actually, it is not necessary to the discus

sion to have regularly arrayed, particles, but it is shown so 

as to illustrate the principles discussed.. There is the 

necessity of assuming point contact, assumption 3, because 

with the particles in point contact, the hydraulic pressure, 

Px , is effective over the entire cross-section of the cake. 

A futher discussion of this point was made by Tiller and 
Huang ($3). Considering, then, the forces on the total mass 

within a differential distance, dx, the summation of forces 

is given by

= Fs + dFB+ A(px+ dpx) - Fa - Apx (11-6))

This net force is equal to the product of the mass within 

the elemental volume times the acceleration of the particles 

within. But, although the solids composing the cake do move 

towards the medium, their acceleration is actually so small 

as to be negligible. Thus, the equation can be rewritten 

as

dFs + Adpx = 0 (II-7)

and defining the solids compressive pressure as
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■then,

<3-Ps =

d.pg -I- dpx = 0

(II-8)

(H-9)

In Figure II-2 is presented, a schematic, diagram of a 

compressible filter cake. At a distance x from the medium 

Is an elemental volume of the filter cake, Adx. This ele

mental volume of the cake Is composed of the porous solid 

and the liquid phase which entirely fills the Interstices 

of the porous solid. This liquid phase Is flowing towards the 

septum. The fundamental differential equation for the pres

sure drop In the liquid phase brought about by this flow can 
be represented by Kozeny’s equation

pg = -k S2 ■ Y (11-10)
c dx ° ^5

A relationship exists between the porosity £ , Kozeny-

Carman’s permeability coefficient. k, and Ruth’s specific

filtration resistance, 01, , in the form
k S2 (1-6) 

ft e3 (11-11)
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Upon substituting this relationship into the Kozeny differen

tial equation, one obtains the equation as modified by
Tiller (61)

Bo-g^ = - PB <X, (1 - 6) jllq ( H-12)

The latter equation can be differentiated with respect to 

• x to give

Bo-^ = -pap.axd - e

x ■'fl
(11-13)

- "lr"|ax(i - e)] 
u A L J /

'0

This is the differential flow equation which describes the

changes in cake property with distance. Its final form de

pends upon the form of the equation of continuity assumed^ 

The development of this latter equation is discussed next.

Equation of Continuity

The equation of continuity as given by Tiller and 
Cooper (61) and Terzaghi (56) relates the change of the rate 

of fluid flowing past a point within the cake, at a point 

x-distant from the septum, to the change in the porosity of 

the cake with time, as
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q I / be 1
" be" < “-w)

•Q ' lx

Heretofore, there has been a general assumption that 

equilibrium porosity is reached, instantaneously, but as re
ported. by Tiller (57) this is not true'. For some materials 

it has been found, that it takes about ten minutes to reach 

an initial equilibrium, after which a gradual creep continues 

for quite some time*;  With other materials such as clays, 

Initial equilibrium was not reached for many hours with creep 

going on continually. Very few data on time effect have 

been published# Nevertheless, the time effect is important 

in that porosity is a maximum at the time the filter bed is 

laid down, and therefore, the cake resistance is at a mini

mum^ In the'-initial stage of cake deposition, resistances 

are smaller than those obtained after the primary consoli

dation has been effected'# Still larger resistances will 

occur when the secondary creep proceeds# Thus, the porosity 

may be defined as a function of both time and solids pressure

C=€(9,Pa)

Porosity is usually determined experimentally in a 

compression-permeability cell, wherein the cake undergoes 
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compression. Intimately related to the cake compression 

is the nature of the cake materials, the void distribution, 

the flow rates, and pressure drops. This compression is a 

very complex process involving the basic ideas of friction, 

transmission of forces, and distribution of the resultant 

stresses. 'With regard to the idea of friction there are 

two types which must be differentiated. The first is the 

particle-to-particle friction and the second, liquid-to- 

particle.

A large amount of work has been devoted to the study of 

particle-to-particle friction in numerous fields such as 

soil mechanics, rock mechanics, lubrication, metallurgy, 

theoretical mechanics, and fluid mechanics. In soil mechan

ics particle-to-particle friction is separated into two com

ponents, one due to the cohesion between the particles and 

the other to the friction between the particles. The true 

cohesion of the particles is produced by the actual bond which 

develops at the surface of contact of the particles as a • 

result of electrochemical forces; these forces are dependent 

on a great number of factors which are still being studied'. 

The study of friction between particles includes the study of 

contact surfaces of the particles involved and the normal 

forces with which they are pressed together^

A meager amount of theoretical work has been reported on 

the llquld-to-particle friction which is developed when a 
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porous solid. Is undergoing compression. Recently several 
articles, by Brandt and Johson (5), Famularo and Happel (10) 

and Isaakyan and Gasparyan (21), have appeared which Indicate 

the understanding of this frictional phenomenon Is still In

complete. Some theoretical work has been published In the 

fields of hydrology, geophysics, and petroleum engineering; 

however, these works concern fixed beds of solid particles 

which were not undergoing compression.

Compression depends upon squeezing out liquid contained 

In the Interstices of the compressible porous solid. Terzaghi 
(56) assumed that the only factor effecting compression 

was the frictional flow of the liquid through the porous 

solid. He also assumed that at each solids pressure pg 

there was a corresponding equilibrium porosity which was 

a function of the compressive pressure and not the time.
Tiller and Cooper (62) have shown that a priori predic

tion of the effect of pressure on the porosity Is difficult 

and not entirely dependent on the compressibility of the 

solid. In this prediction they used an analytical expression 

relating equilibrium porosity to the solids pressure which 

expression was obtained by an analysis of experimental equi

librium porosity data.

Similarly, an analytical expression may be found which 
will give the form of the function £ in Equation (11-15) by 

the analysis of experimental data for porosities obtained under 
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conditions vrhere time effects, as well as solids pressure, 

have been studied.
A total differential of Equation (II-15) will be

a? = Hr- kp + -—ae ^4 \&e/ps (11-16)

By dividing the total differential by the differential, d0 , 

the derivative of porosity with respect to time then becomes

^Ps/,^@ L
u A

(11-17)

This expression indicates that the change.in porosity with

time at a given point within the filter cake is composed of 

two effects. The first effect, which expresses the change 

in porosity due to the velocity with which the solids pres-

b 1AXthese factors 3 ha:

solids pressure a constant time, and is

sure at that point within the filter cake is
time, is a product of two factors,--- —22' ‘ tosfce

indicates the

changing with

The first of 

porosity with 

multiplied by

the second of the factors which is the change' in pressure

The first
de

with time at the given point in the cake 
effect is that which results from primary‘compression of a 

filter cake. The second effect, which indicates that there 

is a change of porosity with time which is independent of .
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any changes In the solids pressure at the given point within

the filter cake. -- -Lis the creep factor which has been evi- 
be pa

denced in a compression-permeability cell. It is this 

latter factor which has been neglected in the field of fil

tration.

Although this creep effect has been evidenced in com

pression-permeability cell testing, it has not been separat

ed from other effects in an actual filtration process. 

To transfer the concepts of the behavior of a filter cake, 
as expressed in Equation (11-16) and (11-17) to an actual 

filtration process would require more;knowledge of the func
tion given in (11-15) than is presently available.

In the compression-permeability cell experiment, the 

total fixed amount of cake is compressed simultaneously, 

whereas in a filtration process the amount of cake w is 

constantly being added.' to by the deposition of an increment 

dw of cake at a time . At the instant an Incremental 

amount of cake is deposited, the same action occurs as would 

occur in a compression-permeability cell, with one major . 

exception. It is this exception that causes the difficulty 

in applying compression-permeability cell data to an actual 

filtering cake in a filtration process. The major difficul
ty is that there are two different scales of time © and ©*.  

The first time scale © would refer to the total time that 

the filtration process has been operating; whereas, the 
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other scale, 0', refers only to that time since .an increment 

of cak§ dw, was deposited. In a compression-permeability 

cell, there is no distic.tlon between the two time scales, 

because no cake is being deposited, thus0=0. In filtration, 
eV e , because the filter cake is being continously deposit

ed. If the form of Equation (11-17) were known it might be 

possible to establish a theory relating the behavior in

a filter cake to that observed in a compression-permeability 

cell cake by the establishment of a function of the type, 

say

\ /bps 
w be - 

'eA

■b 
dw

(Il-17a)

At the present time such a function has not been develop
ed, thus Equation (11-15),(11-16), and (11-17) must be restrict

ed to describing the behavior within a compression-permeability 

cell. To describe the behavior of the filtration cake, with 

the present understanding, porosity must be assumed to reach 

equilibrium instantaneously. Thus porosity is a function 
of pQ alone, and Equation (11-14) may be rewritten as

l8® si
(11-18)

This is the modified continuity equation
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Final Filtration Equation

Substituting the modified continuity Equation (11-18) 

into the differential flow equation (11-13) will yield the 

following

ae /bp3\ 
. aps\se I

Rr
—T-=-PsP.^x (1-6)

(11-19)

-PsP- q

Referring to Equation (II-9), it has been shown that the 

resultant sum of changes in the solids pressure and liquid 

pressure is zero. Thus, differentiation of the solids 

pressure twice with respect to x yields

d Pg IJt
(11-20)

dx2 2> X2

Upon substituting these results into the previous equation 
for fluid flow, Equation (11-19), will give

)
- - SiPa

6c 4^-= Psixa/i-e)

&x
(II-21)

However, the flow rate at a given point within the filter 
cake has been related by Equation (11-12)". Rearrangement 
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of this equation gives

- = dps
0 dx ®c dx

Thus, the expression for the flow is now given in terms 

of the change of the solids pressure. Substitution of this 
equation into the previous filtration Equation (11-21),

gives

A/iax (i-E)So
/x J

bx

de
_ dp3

dPg
So -7^

Ps„ 
bx2

The mass of solids per unit area at a distance x from 

the septum can be defined as

w Pg ( 1 ” ) X
Wx = •—— = T"5--- ------:--- (11-24)

A A

Upon differentiation of this equation with respect to the 

solids pressure, the change in solids pressure can be related 

to the change in the mass of cake with distance ,
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The last expression can be differented with respect to x

and upon a change of variables, the following expression

can be obtained
2d pq , . 6ps dwy

bps b (1 - c) dpg
* Da .v - -r OWX d Pg dx

(11-26)

The change in the mass of cake with respect to a change 

in distance can be defined by differentiation of Equation 
(11-24) with respect to distance. The results of this differ

entiation substituted into the above Equation (11-26) will

yield the following expression

b b wx

4- d (i - e) b(l- 0 
bP0

dPg 
dx

(II-27)

which is the desired equation for the change in solids 

pressure with cake thickness in terms of the mass of the 

cake
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2

(11-28)

■ pa
s P© )x

When this equation is substituted into Equation (11-21) 
_2 . _ .2

and the resulting equation divided through by g0 pa (1 - c )

the following equation is obtained

Ps'  P-Ox

dwXJ

1_____ &[ax(:L'"O] /&Ps

^1- e) bps "

U-€) ?>pB

Since it has already been shown that

(11-29)

then substituting this relationship into Equation (11-28)

and simplifying will yield
^s

Sc ——

(11-30)

which has been previously reported by Tiller and Cooper (62)*;



CHAPTER III

ROTARY DRUM FILTRATION

I. LITERATURE SURVEY

One of the first major contributions to rotary drum 
filtration was reported by Ruth and Kempe (39)• The devel

opment of their equations was based on three assumptions: 
(a) constant filtration resistance, (b) constant ratio of 

wet to dry cake, and (c) constant pressure differential 

across the cake. Mondria (34), in elaborating on the data 

of Ruth and Kempe, derived a dimensionless equation suitable 

for estimating changes in the effect of pressure, filtration 

time, and medium resistance on filtration performance, 
Sjenitzer (46) revised Mondria*s  equation using better ex

pressions for the filtration resistance, but he continued 

to neglect the effect of the medium. Schepman, Martin, and 
Dalstrom (41) presented data indicating that the resistance 

of the medium could be neglected.

This neglect of the resistance of the medium was based . 

upon the extrapolation of the flow rate back to zero time. 
Tiller and Cooper (61) have shown that, in the. evaluation of 

the medium resistance from experimental data, great care 

must be employed in this extrapolation. According to con

ventional theory, such curves should yield.straight lines 
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if 0. , m, and. Bm were constant. However, they have shown 

that variations in filtration resistances and. average por

osities during the very initial periods of time cause a 

marked deviation from the expected straight lines. Thus, 

if a linear extrapolation were to be used, then an Incorrect 

value for the medium resistance could result. Many assumptions 

made in the past must be modified if a correct understanding 

of rotary drum filtration is to be attained. For example, 

in all the previous theories the flow rate throughout the 

cake was assumed to be constant at any Instant of time.
Tiller and Cooper (61) and Shirato (44) have shown that this 

assumption Is not valid. Furthermore, the earlier authors 

neglected the effect of the variations in total filtration 

pressure due to the hydrostatic head of the slurry. More

over, these authors did not include in their theories the 

effect of the variable filtration resistance brought about 

by the variation in total filtration pressure.

Therefore, it is the purpose of this chapter to estab

lish equations for rotary drum filtration which will account 

for the variations In flow rate and to. Include the changes 

In total filtration pressure and the variations In the fil

tration resistance.. This essentially will take the present 

published theory as far as possible. In this respect, the 

theory to be developed will not take Into account the time 

lag for cake resistance and porosity to reach equllbrlum 
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values at the applied pressure. Discussion of time effects 

are presented in Chapter IV.

II. TYPES OF ROTAFY FILTRATION

Rotary filtration is, in general, used for filtering 

operations in vzhich there is a high percentage of solids, 

the process is continuous, and where the cost of labor must 

be kept low. Basically there are four types of rotary fil
tration devices, namely (1) rotary pan, (2) rotary disk, 

(3) rotary belt or string, and (4) rotary drum. By far the 

most common of these is the rotary drum filter.

III. CHARACTERISTICS OF ROTARY DRUI4 FILTERS •

Rotary drum filtration is characterized by short fil

tration times, low pressure differentials, and generally 

by high slurry concentrations. The salient features of a 

rotary drum filter are shown in Figure III-l. These features 

consist of a rotaty drum, a vacuum source, a slurry level, 

and a knife. The latter is used to remove the filter cake. 

The rotary drum contains a sliding, multiported valve which 

connects certain segments of the medium at the periphery to 

the vacuum source. The vacuum is opened to the segment after 

it is completely submerged beneath the slurry level, as 

this particular segment progresses through the slurry, the 

filter cake builds up in the manner shown in the figure.
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Just prior to the instant that this part of the filter cake 

emerges from the slurry-, the multiported valve disconnects 
that particular segment from the vacuum. This is necessary 

so that the vacuum pump will not have to handle large volumes 

of air which would be sucked through the cake. In addition 

to the applied vacuum, each point on the perphery of the 

drum will be subjected to the static head of the slurry above 

it.

.The usual commsrical filter is operated with a sub

mergence of one-third to one-half of the drum surface. Ro

tational speeds rarely exceed 1 r.p.m. and the diameter of 

these drums are usually from 6 to 14 feet.

Continuous rotary filters give a definite voltune of 

filtrate per unit of time or per revolution. Thus, it would 

appear, upon first analysis, that the process is a constant 

rate filtration. However, if a differential area of the 

periphery is considered as it passes through the slurry, 

it is immediately apparent that the filtration occurs under 

neither constant pressure nor constant rate. At each angle 

is constant, but as the angle changes from one spot to 

another so will Qj.

IV. FILTRATION PRESSURE

An Illustration of the pressure variation as a function 
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of*  time is presented in Figure III-2. The upper curve 

shows the total head which consists of the vacuum plus the 

hydrostatic effect due to the slurry. It will be noted that 

this hydrostatic effect reaches the maximum at the middle of 

the cycle or when the segment is at the lowest point of 

submergence in the slurry. Initially, as the drum segment 

enters the slurry, the entire pressure drop is across the 

medium, which may include a precoat. As time progresses, the 

pressure drop across the cake increases and reaches a max

imum after which a decrease may be evident.

By referring to Figure III-2 the pressure variations 

for talc may be seen; Figure III-3 and Figure 111-4 present 

similar results for Hong Kong pink kaolin and super cel.

If - the filtrate is removed as fast as it is formed, 

there will be a variable head of liquid aiding in the filtra

tion. Referring to Figure III-5, the total pressure^ at 

any point on the submerged part of the drum surface is 

equal to the sum of the pressure differential due to the 

vacuum, pv, plus the hydrostatic head effect due to the 

liquid slurry, p^, thus

P = Pv + Ph (III-l)
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Referring to the same figure, the distance h represents the 

variable head at any angle The value for was given 
by Mondria (3^) as

where is the slurry density in Ib-mass/cu.ft., and h is 

the variable head, CD - CE in Figure III-5*  This variable 

head may be related by trigometric identities to the drum 

radius and the angle of submergence

Ph= -®- 
Bo

where R is the radius of the filter drum in feet) and is 

one-half the total angle of submergence in radians

From the Carman-Kozeny equation, the flow rate q is 

related to the pressure drop across the filter cake as

80 > 
q=----------— (III-4)

p. w a.

However, the total pressure differential defined in Equa
tion (III-l) Includes the pressure drop across the medium 

plus this differential across the cake. These differences 

between p andAp can be seen by referring to the drawing 
on the next page. 3y definition (58) the pressure drop

(ni-3)3^ cos 
f L
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• across the medium is

80
FILTER MEDIUI-i'

FILTER CAKE

Apq= p

Thus, the pressure drop across

the cake can be defined as:

glRm (III-6)
80

It is to this pressure difference that all the calculations 

in the following section refer.

V. EQUATIONS FOR ROTARY- DRUM FILTRATION

The basic equation for flow through a porous solid 
has been given by Equation (III-4). The solution of thia 

equation, subject to the equation of continuity as given by 
Tiller and Cooper (61), with the following conditions imposed: 

(1) concentrated slurry, (2) variable flow rate and specifioV 

cake resistance, (3) finite medium resistance^is the object 

of__this_chaptere In addition, these equations must include 

the cocurrent movement of the solids and the filtrate to

ward the medium as has been reported by Shirato and co
workers (44). In these derivations, equilibrium porosities
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and cake resistance are assumed to be attained instantaneous
ly as has been discussed by Tiller (57)•

Now assume as suggested by Tiller and Shirato (64) 

that the porosity is a function solely of the solids pressure 

and the dimensionless ratio of the distance from the septum 

as

Ex ~f Ps (HI-7)

Lu (51) simplified the porosity function. Equation (III-7),

by assuming equilibrium porosity was a product of two func

tions defined as

(Ill~7a)

The development will be continued by assuming that (III-7a)

is indentical with the'form derived by Tiller and Cooper
(61) for constant pressure filtration:

(III-7b)
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Lu, in his thesis (31), throughly discussed the limitations 

imposed by the use of this simplified porosity function. 
Equation (III-7a). He stated that the assumptions were 

probably adequate for filtrations which lasted more than a 

few minutes, i.e., porosity approached an equilibrium value 

within this time limit. Thus, if the pressure were increased 

slowly, Lu continued, it would not be 'unreasonable to expect 

that the porosity curves for variable pressure operations 

would approximate those' for Constant pressure filtration. 

Thus, in effect he assumed that the pressure function,, 

as obtained from constant pressure filtration would be the 
same for variable pressure filtration where pg (constant 

pressure = 0) equals p - p^ for variable pressure filtra

tion.
Tiller and Shirato (64) discussed at some length the 

reasons for assuming porosity is a function of the dimension
less ratio x/L. In turn, x/L and pQ are functions of time. 

The total differential of Equation (III-7) la

(III-8)

Upon differentiation with respect to time*©,Equation  (III-8) 

becomes
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Cx 1 Idx/L \ + lb€x
.b e L w X/L L\ a0 / U pb 

,x » 'PA\ {x

This equation.divides the total effect that time has 

upon porosity into two factors. The first factor refers 

to the change in porosity brought about by a change in cake 

thickness with time. The second factor describes the effect 

that the change in pressure with time has upon the 

However, since the cake thickness is a function of 

the differential of the thickness ratio becomes

[ d x/L _ x dL

\ ae )x L2 d0

Assuming that Equation (HI-7b) defines the local porosity 

function the second term of Equation(lII-9) can be written as:

(III-9)

x

dPg

/
V‘9

porosity.

time

(III-10)

. = c
dp_M) 8

dPs
dg

(III-11)

Upon substituting Equation (III-ll) and Equation (III-slO) 

into Equation (III-9), the change in porosity with time 

becomes
/» e, u» e, u a ^6^ 
ae =lb(^)T-de ,"-dps de

,x x

(II1-12)
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Tiller and. Cooper (61) have established, as a condition

of continuity, the following equation

lb€x
(III-13)

The substitution of Equation (III-12) into the above (III-13), 

yields the differential equation
\ \ x dL t d.ps

bx L"*  b(xA)) d© ^apg 60 (II1-14)

Since £ = £ £ , Equation (III-7b) becomesA aIL. 7^

I d »ti ™ a(x/L) 
I

(111-15)

Therefore, Equation (II1-14) may be written as

/ qx x dL dE^ dpg
[ bx ] l2 de X,L aps &e 

Then for an instant of time, the change in flow rate is

d^ dp ,dx .. dx
d^L L2 d Q x,*‘ dps d (III-17)

if Equation (III-17) is integrated.between the Interface of 

medium and the distance x/L, the difference in flow rates 
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at these two positions may be determined, as 
dT, I

ql “ qx:=^A) "L~9 J A AT (IH~18)
- c L— dPs
‘"S.x/l L dps dL dg

Rearranging

qi * 4^ “S5 L* I dpg dL d£

Similarly, Integrating over the entire cake thickness will 

yield:

(III-20)

As previously discussed, Lu (31) assumed that the

By the division of Equation (III-19) by XlH-20) and re

arrangement of the quotient, one may obtain the ratio of 
flow rates as Lu (31) has reported

equilibrium porosity was a product of two functions given 
by Equation (lll-7b). The pressure dependent porosity 

function 6^ upon the substitution of Ap for p8.
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"becomes

-X V e. ap (III-22)

Differentiation of this pressure dependent function by

means of the chain rule, will yield

- 
dL

dAP L dAP 
d^p dL °^p dL (HI-23)

or

(HI-24)

Substituting this expression Equation (111-24) into Equation 

(HI-21) and simplifying, will produce the following equation

for the ratio of the flow rates:

(HI-25)

By means of a material balance over the filter cake, 

filtrate,and slurry, it is possible to relate the volume of 

filtrate to the mass of solids deposited and the average
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moisture content, as

= x - ms  w (111-26)
pS

Differentiation of this equation with respect th time will 

give the change in filtrate volume with time, or the flow 

rate of the filtrate as

„ = IAr-ss) _ JL 52. 
aS qi p s ae P aS

By definition , the ratio of the mass of wet to the mass of 

dry cake is

m = 1 + -KT^h— ' (IH-SS)

Thus the change in the ratio of the mass of wet to dry cake 

is

_E._____ 11 (HI-29) 

as_____________________ ' a6

Similarly, from the definition of the weight of dry solids 

per unit area of the filter cake, the changes in the mass 

of dry solids with time is
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a. e ^b(1 ** <ie de (m-jo)

Thus upon the substitution of*  Equation (III-29) and Equation

(III-3O), Equation (III-27) becomes

(HI-31)

L dC^

(i-d ae
The above equations must be modified to account for the 

flow of solids within the filter cake, towards the medium.

These modifications are baaed upon the suggestions of Shirato 
and co-workers (44). He has stated that both the internal 

flow rate of the liquid and 

solids due to the squeezing 

the cake. Thus the flow of 

the cake surface is

the internal migration rate of 

action are not constant through 

solids in the slurry approaching

r = (1 - P ) ~ - L0 fca/v d@ d9 (ni-32)

/

At the surface of the filter cake, the solid volume which

remains in the infinitesimal surface layer is
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ri= ro -(1-Ci)— (HI-33)
1 O * -a rx

or

Then the ratio of the apparent rate of flow of solids to the

the abovecan be obtained by dividingrate of filtrate flow
equation by Equation (III-31) to give

r (HI-35)

a 6
ql

L ci e

ae
The ratio of the relative velocity

1 ■- ms
Ps

__L 
de

of liquid to solids in

the infinitesimal surface layer to the relative velocity 

at the Interface of the medium and cake can be represented 

by

Qj  1 - m^s r^
Q- 1 - ms 1 - q± (IH-36)

1 A

The substitution of Equation (HI-35) into the above equation 

will give
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simpllrled. to yield.

Qi 1 - mis
5r=T^Vs+

which may be
7

(111-38)
1 - m^j Ls l-m •ej

By use of the above equation, the ratio of the flow 

Oj _ 1 - mjS 
1 - ms

6^ 
d. L

rates throughout the cake may be calculated from Equation
(III-21). The change In average porosity with cake thickness

13 the only value not known; however, Its value mayd L
be determined using the chain rule as

d Cp^ 
d L

dCq,^ 
cLAPc

aAp0 
dL

• I

(III-39)

An approximate expression for 1- in terms of the pressure 
drop across the cake Ap0 was given by Lu (31) as

1 -e = B (1 - n -S)<ZXp^'n - nPl1'”) (ni.40) 

(1 - n)

In order to obtain the cake thickness In terms of p, the 

fundamental filtration equation
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Sc-fe.= u qxax(l -CX)PB (III-41) 
dx '

is integrated, to yield.
/*A po

L = Sfl / dPg (II1-42)

ql I
jo

The specific cake resistance for a moderately compressible 

cake in the pressure range of 0 to 100 psia solids pressure 
can be determined, as reported by Tiller (60), by the relation

ships of
ck= a0Ps

01= a0 Pi

Ps * Pi 
►

Ps= Pi (III-43)

Thus, it is possible to integrate the integral of Equation 
(III-42) as follows:

i-n
/ dps Ap0 - n Pi
----  = ------- ;------;----- III-44

Ox a0 (1 -
■'0

The cake thickness can then be determined by substituting 
the values found in Equations (III-43) and (III-44) into 

Equation (III-42) to give

L =____t°------ ----------L_ (111-45:
B qj. (1 - n -^ )
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Upon differentiation with respect to pressure drop across 
the cake APc» Equation (III-45) becomes

dL c[ r r 1 QjdAPcj

aAp0 J^PsO-^d-n-^)

(III-46)

which may be simplified by substituting the definition of 
the cake thickness Equation (III--45) for the appropriate 

terms in (III-46) to get

a r 1dL g0 Ap0_________ L d.JT L dqq
aAp0~ qj Ljt dApe qi aAp=.

(III-47)

Lu (31) has shown that the term

in comparison with the other terms;

dJT 
<iAPo_ can be neglected

therefore. Equation

(III-47) is approximated as

-(n+^ )
dL , 60 APq L dq1
dAPc ^tP-Ps^o3 ql Qi dApc

(III-48)
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where the last term can be approximated as

dAP0
^T@e Qiob-ab

Apc@e-&e
(III-49)

Differentiation of Equation (III-41) will yield as Lu (31) 

has shown

d£^ Bd-n-yg) 
dAP0 (1-n)

(1-n) (Ap* n'<3 - [n+jj] - dp’” - np^11) (l-n-^)Apc

APonifl~ (n-^)?^’’^ Z‘

This equation may be futher simplified by the following 

procedure: the numerator of the right hand side of the 

equation is split into two portions

B(l-n-^ ) [(l-n)^***^  -(n-»^)p^'4)Ap“>? ] 

(1-n) [Ap'-”^ -(n^)pj;-1-^2-

B(l-n-/g ) [(Ap^ - npj"x,)(l-n-/3 )Ap("^ 

(1-n) [apc''"^ - (n+p)
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The first portion (1) above, can be reduced by the common 
factor, as seen in (la) below; the second portion (2) seems 
to be a function of porosity as expressed in Equation (III-40) 

therefore^it may be reduced to that given in (2a)•

(la)
B ( 1 - n -^) Ape* 1 

[Ap^ - ( n*/?)  pf”"3]

(2a)
( l^n^)Ap7gy ( 1-6^)

[ap.'-’1* - ( n*A)  pf'”A]

These latter equations can be combined to yield

, * . -r)
B( 1 - n -£)apc

aAPc LApo - V^Pl J

1 - ( 1 "^)Apc

B
(in-51)
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A computer program was written to solve the flow Eq
uation (III-31)*  This program assumed that the change In 

the pressure drop across the filter cake Is governed by 

the applied vacuum, the hydrostatic head of the slurry, 

and the pressure drop across the medium resulting from 

the filtrate flow. In arriving at the values for the fil

trate flow, corrections for the apparent rate of flow of 

the solids in the filter cake towards the medium were made. 

This computer program is given In Appendix A. The data 

for the three materials tested are, also found In the same 

-Appendix.

, Values for as a function of the total time of sub

mergence are obtained as one of the results of the computer 

program. If the entire periphery of the submerged portion 

of the rotary drum were divided into an infinite number 

of segments and the filtrate flowing through, each of these 

segments were measured by small rotameters, the filtrate 

rate measured by these rotameters would be the Value of 

q]_. The position of these segments is fixed with respect 

to the submergence in the slurry. The integral of all of 

these rotameter readings or the sum of all of the filtrate 

passed through the medium during a single rotation is v 

the filtrate rate. If one were to follow a portion of the
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drum as It revolved and were to record the amount of liquid 

that passed into these fixed segments, then the data ob

tained would be Identical to that obtained from the com

puter program.

A set of these data are shown in Figure III-6. The 

results reported here were calculated for an eight foot 

diameter drum filter operating under ten inches of mercury 
vacuum with an angle of submergence of 120° filtering a 

ten per cent talc slurry. The drum speeds studied to ob

tain this figure were 2.0, 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25 revolutions 

per minute. The terminus of these solid lines is the total 

filtrate recorded during the entire time the drum was sub

merged. A dotted line connects the terminals. As shovzn by 

the solid lines, the flow-time relationship is the internal 

integral flow; the dotted line represents the external flow

time relationship obtained by Integrating with respect to 

time the measurement of the large rotameter through vzhich 

the entire liquid flow from all the smaller rotameters would 

pass. Thus, v is the integral of the entire flow.
In Figure III-7 the Internal flow rate variation Qx/qj, 

1s plotted versus the normalized thickness x/L with the 

time of submergence as a parameter. It is evident that 
the value of q^q^ls not only a function of the normalized
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thickness, but is a function of the time of submergence. 

The latter dependence of internal flow rate with time of 

submergence is theoretically correct as can be seen by 
Equation (III-25). Pressure enters into this equation not 

only through the term but also through Equation
(III-39) which indicates that the average porosity is de

pendent upon the pressure. Futhermore the ratio of the re
lative velocity as given by Equation (III-38) is like

wise a function of the change in pressure drop across the 
cake through Equation (III-39). It is this latter function 

of pressure which governs the flow rate through the medium 

and hence determines the flow rate through the cake.
In Figure III-7 a region of constant Qx/qi is indicated 

by horizontal lines. This region of constant flow ratio re
sults from the cake having a constant porosity 6^ . The 

thickness of this constant porosity region as seen in this 

figure decreases as the time of submergence increases, which 

could be expected since the pressure drop across the cake 

will increase as the time of submergence increases. In 

turn this increase in pressure drop across the cake has 
been shown by Lu (31) to produce a decrease in the thickness 

of the constant porosity region.
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VI. COMPARISON OF PRESENT THEORY VJITH PRIOR THEORY

All "theories for rotary drum filtration have been 

based upon the fundamental filtration equation as derived 
by Ruth (57). The major difference between these theories 

is the manner in which the pressure variations through out 

the-cake and the variations in the total filtration pressure 
(the sum of the static pressure and the pressure difference 

delivered by the vacuum pump) have been accounted for. 

Typical of the prior theories for rotary drum filtration 
are ^those of Ruth and Kempe (59) and Cooper (7). Ruth and 

Kempe analytically solved the filtration equation assuming 

the-total filtration pressure was a constant. Cooper numer

ically integrated the filtration equation assuming an empiri

cally. fitted relationship for average specific cake resist

ance' and average porosity versus cake pressure differential, 

A comparison of these theories to that proposed in this chapter 

is given below.

In describing the flow .through a porous solid material, 

Ruth developed the basic fundamental filtration equation, 

which relates the flow rate to the pressure gradient and a 

specific cake resistance as

q * ------------- (III-52)
JA 0(x

In rotary drum filtration, the pressure drop across the cake, 
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Ap0, is the difference between the total filtration pres

sure, p , and the pressure drop across the septum P]_ is 

given as

Apc= p - P-l (III-6a)

By use of this definition of the pressure drop across the 
cake, the above filtration equation, (III-52), can be

Integrated between the limits of 0 and Apo to yield:

(HI-53)

(III-54)

In this integration several simplifying assumptions were 

introduced namely:

1. Equilibrium porosities were assumed to be attained 

instantaneously.

2, Filtrate flow was assumed to be constant throughout the 

cake and equivalent to the flow rate through the 

medium. In the filtration of dilute slurries the 

error resulting from this assumption will probably

be quite small.
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3« The resistance of the medium constant.

4. The flow resistance in the cake at any point is 

solely a function of the solids pressure p8 at 

that point.

5. Flow through the cake follows the laws for viscous 

flow or Newtonian fluids.
6. Changes in the average cake porosity brought about 

by time are ignored.

The volume of filtrate collected during the time that 

mass w of solids are deposited can be determined by means of 

a material balance around the entire cake, as

w
1 - ms

(II1-55)

The substitution of Equation (111-54) and (III-55) into 

Equation (III-53) will give

rAp0
I Ss. =. ,. (111-56)

Jo a‘‘ 8e < 1 - m3> a9
Ruth (37) defined the average specific cake resistance, ^av, 

in terms of the pressure drop across the cake, Ap0, and the 
point specific cake resistances, ^x, as

a - - APc 
aav" /VVPn/ ° (III-57)

/ dps
L
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Substituting Equation (III-57) into (III-56) will yield:

APn _ jJLS P V 
Sc^1 •*  ma)

A straight forward solution to Equation

obtained provided the pressure drop across the cake were 

a constant. Thus, a simplified solution could be written 

provided the pressure drop across the cake could be express
ed in terms of the angle of rotation / as

cos(/o- - cos /0

(III-59) 

fj, dv

60
A certain amount of difficulty can be avoided by using; 

the suggestion of Ruth and Kempe (39)• They suggested that 

an integrated static head correction factor could be added 

to the filtration pressure difference, pv. The results 

they obtained integrating the static head correction factor, 
Equation (III-3), from to 2/$0 are as follows:

----- (III-58) 
ae

(III-58) could be

Ph = sin /0 - cos
J (II1-60)

8 rPp

8C
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Substltlon of Equation (III-60) into (III-59) yields

Ap0 = Py + - —sin 4o " 000 /o 
60 [/o

(III-61)
_____av

So

The basic differential equation for rotary drum filtra

tion can then be obtained by the substitution of Equation 
(III-61) into (III-58) together with the definition of the 

rate of rotation, CO , of the drum as

d <f)
= (III-62)
d6

to yield
CLW jJL s jQ CO dv 
go (1 - ms) d^

LL „ , , dv
Sc

S _2l. sin - cos• 1 ' vBo L^°

(111-63)

Since it has been assumed that the medium resistance is 

constant and that the time changes in average cake porosity 
can be ignored. Equation (III-63) can be integrated with 
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the terms ^av, m, and kept constant. The results of this 

Integration is
0,., s P cu
2 g0 (1 - ms) So

S_^P. sin A - cos
Bo 0

» i = 0 (III-64)

Equation (III~64) is the solution that Ruth used to describe 

the filtrate flow rate v as a function of the time of sub

mergence,Tn using this equation the true values of 
' —

^-5. av and m must be determined. Although the true values 
for CL av and m would depend upon the instantaneous solids 

pressure distribution, their values have been assumed con
stant for the derivation of Equation (I11-64) and thus 

these values are assumed to be solely a function of the 
average pressure within the cake given by Equation (III-61). 

This assumption is a consequence of assumption 3 and 4 given 

previously,
/ k computer program was written to solve Equation (III- 

64). This program is given in Appendix B. In order to 
use this program, values for Ctav and Cav were needed. A 

series of values for these variables were obtained from the 
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results_of a constant pressure filtration run. These values 

were plotted versus the filtration pressure across the cake. 

The smoothed values were read at even increments of the 

filtration pressure. In turn, these values were used to . 

establish fourth degree polynomial equations which would 
permit ^av and 6*av  to be calculated. The coefficients of 

these equations were found using a Gaussian elimination 

subroutine program which was written for this purpose and is, 

also, given in Appendix B'.
Cooper (7) used a trial and error approximation to 

solve for the rate of filtration in a continous drum process. 

The procedure used was based on the simultaneous solution 
of Equation (III-59) and the following equation:

APc = Pv +*  Ps - Pi (HI-65)

where ps Is approximated by his procedure as

Pi=^qRa=

(III-66)
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The solution of expression (111-59)- and (III-66) was ac

complished by finding values of q andAp0 which satified 

the expressions for a fixed value of v. He obtained his 

approximate solution as follows:

1. Incremental increases in filtrate volume were 

assumed.
2. Values of q which satisfy Equations (III-59) and 

(III-66) for someApo defined by Equation (III-65) 

were found by approximating time,,0, by the ex

pression

e = (111-67)
I q

The filtrate volume, v, is increased by an addition

al increment and steps 1 and 2 are repeated until 
the a=cun.ulated filtration tine ^9 equala the 

total submergence time, •

Values for the flow of filtrate v were obtained using the 
proposed theory and the theories of Ruth and Kempe (37) and 

Cooper (7)• The results of these calculations are plotted 

in Figure III-8. It may be observed that the rate of filtrate 

flow as predicted by Ruth’s equation is appreciable lower 

than that predicted by either Cooper's or the present in

vestigation.
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The differences between these results stem from the 

simplifying assumptions which were made in deriving the 

earlier theories'. Previously the assumption was made that 

the rate of liquid flow throughout the filter cake was con
stant’. In the case of Ruth’s equation, the assumption was 

made that the pressure drop across the cake and medium was 

constant and equal to the integral average value. This 

assumption primarily accounts for the large difference be

tween the filtrate values predicted by the equations of 

Ruth and Kempe and those values predicted by the other two.

The smaller difference between the present investiga
tion and that of Cooper’s may be attributed to the fact that 

both methods account for the variation in the pressure drop 

across the cake. However, the investigation provides for 

variation of m with changes in cake thickness. Also, the 

present investigation includes the effect of solids move

ment toward the medium within the cake itself based upon 
the suggestion of Shirato and Co-workers (44). The existance 

of this effect was not realized when Cooper’s derivation 

was made.

VII. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

Computer runs were made to predict the effect that 
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changes in rotary drum operating conditions had on filtrate 

flow and tonnage capacity. The physical dimensions of the 

rotary drum filter, such as the drum diameter and length, 

were assumed to be fixed. The range of operating conditions 

used are given below:

Slurry Concentrations 0.1, 0.15, 0.2
Angles of Submergence 60°, 90°, 120°

Drum Speeds 0.25, 0.5, 1*0,  2.0 r.p.m.
Applied Vacuum '5» 10, 15 Inches of mercury

A tabulation of the results of these computer runs is given 

in Appendix A. An analysis -of these results follow.

Effect of Operating Variables

The effect that changes in applied vacuum has on the 

filtration rate is shown in Figure III-9» An increase 

in filtrate rate with Increased vacuum is evident in this figure. 

Assuming that a design factor of eighty per cent of maximun 

capacity is used, a greater rotational speed will be per

mitted when 15 inches of vacuum is specified than if say 

five inches vacuum were to be specified. Futhermore, a 

greatly increased filtration rate can be attained by ah. 

increase in the drum submergence.

This latter effect is more easily seen by referring to 

Figure III-10. The filtrate flow is plotted in this figure
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FIGIEE III-9 EFFECT OF APPLIED VACUUM ON qf
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as a function of the angle of submergence. The increase in 

filtrate rate with increased submergence is shown to be not 

quite linear as could be ascertained by reference to Ruth 
and Kempe’s equation. A further effect shown here is the in

crease in filtrate rate with rotational speed. That effect 

is most noticable for the case of 15 inches of mercury vacu

um.

In Figure III-ll is shown the effect of rotational 

speed upon filtration rate. A greater rate is evidenced 

for the higher rotational speeds for all applied vacuums. 

However, as shown in Figure III-9 the effect of rotational 

speed is not the same for all pressure levels

Effect of Slurry Concentration

The tonnage capacity of a rotary drum filter is high

ly influenced by the solids concentration of the slurry 

feed. To determine the degree of that influence, let the 

filtration process be described in a slightly different 
manner (60) using the fundamental equation of Ruth’s

qi= / Sc' P ; (HI-68)
1 /LL(aw-hRm)

If q^ is taken as a constant across the differential angle, 
d/ , the total volume of filtrate per unit time may be
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written as

Qf = lq.2, R L (III-69)

Jo
The weight of dry solids, dw, which is deposited from a 

differential volume of filtrate, dv, can be obtained from 

a material balance of the entire cake

A (1 - ms) , . .dv = -----------  dw (III-70)Pa
The incremental volume of filtrate, dv, can be expressed in 

terms of as

dv = q1 A dG (HI-71)

^ince the differential angle d^ is defined as equal toCUdQ, 

Equations (III-70) and (III-71) can be combined to yield

dw = -----^-P 8 . dflJ (Illr72)
Cl) (1 - ms)

which can be integrated to give w in terms of q as

(111-73)

0
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By substituting this value for w, Equation (HI-68) be

comes 

(111-74)

or
2^

respect toUpon differentiation of the last equation with 

q^ Cl) (1 - ms) J -l '

Sc P

j6, provided p is assumed constant, the equation may be 

written

OLAlPs aJ _ Bq
Cd(1 - ms) "" qj (111-76)

Separating the variables and integrating between the limits 
of / - 0 and / - and q = anci Q”= Q will yield

upon rearrangement
——II ,

Cd-------------------- ----- (HI-77) 
S3W3 4 +

1 - ms J sc P]
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Substituting the above value of q-^ into Equation (III-69)

yields

q (111-78)

Integration of (111-78) and subsequent simplification will

produce

(III-79)
qf

Equation (III-79) be

comes

(III-80)

Equation (III-80) isSimplifying,

of a straight line

qf 
N

6cP/

" 2aup3
1 - ms

" 2qjLL p s' 
. 1 - ms

shown to be the equation

8RlL2 oo 

gapip s 
1 - ms

Since CO is defined as equal to STTU

Qf L 
co 1 " 2 (X p, p s' 

1 - ms .

f P*A- R L H—I 6C P

8 R2I? 11'

4 7Tr2L2 (1 - ms) 2/0/l\ _ 47rRLRm(l - ms.)..•
a p. P a a pa go p

(III-81)
where the slope is

47Tr2LZ (1 - ms)
(III-82)a p, pa
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and the Intercept on the ordinate at— =0 is

WTR L Rm (1 - ma) (III-83)
a p a g0 p

In a similar manner, the definition for the tonnage 

capacity, wf, In tons of solid per unit time per unit length 

of drum may be obtained by the following

SmJ2, ___
8cp/ TTaNp.

= -2TtR—5s. + 27Tr 
CL8cP

(III-84)
(1-ms)

The effect that slurry concentration has upon the pro

duction rate was calculated using the present theory. The 

results of these calculations are presented In Figure III- 

12. It may be observed that the tonnage production rate 

Increases rapidly with slurry concentration. This rapid 

increase would approach an extremely large value as the 

reciprocal of slurry concentration approaches the mass frac

tion of solids in the wet cake or

(III-85)

In the same figure is drawn the Idealization as represented 
by Equation (III-84), wherein the resistance of the medium 

Is assumed to be zero.
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Determination of Rm andOt

According to Ruth’s theory it is possible to deter

mine values of Rm and OL from experimental rotary drum 

filtration data. Such experimental data would consist of 

the filtrate flow rate, q^., obtained at a given set of 

drum rotational speeds, N. By combining these data to 
form the group q^/N and plotting the value of this group 

versus l/q^, a straight line would be produced according 

to Equation (III-81).

Referring to Equation (III-81), it can be seen that 

Rm may be calculated from such straight line relationships 

provided the intercept of the line with the abscissa, 

1/qf, is known. From this intercept, Rjq is calculated as

R_ = 2 t/ R g P (l/o-) 
m / o °c *f  intercept (III-86)

In a similar manner, an estimate of the specific cake 

resistance, 01 , can be made using the experimental rotary 

drum filtration data. The slope of the straight line which 
Equation (III-81) describes is given by Equation (III-82). 

Using the latter relationship and the slope of the experi

mental data curve, OLcan be calculated as
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 4 7TR L2 (1-ms)
— -

p.yOa (slope)

To test vzhether consistent values for Rm and CX can 

be obtained from experimental data using Ruth’s equation 

in the manner described on the previous page, a set of 

values for filtrate flow, qf, at different drum speeds, 

N, are required• Based upon the numerical methods of 

this thesis, a set of calculated values of q^ versus N 
were plotted in the form q^/N versus l/q^ as shown in 

Figure III-13. Reasonably good straight lines could be 

drawn through the points.

At first, it might appear that the straight lines 

justify the simplified theory of Ruth. However, calcula

tion of CX and Rm from the straight lines in accord with 
Equations (III-82) and (III-82a) leads to values which 

differ from those assumed in making the numerical calcu

lations. A summary of values of Rm and obtained for 

different values of the angle of submergence follows:

(Ill-82a)

2/c 0£

60° 1.95 X io10 1.04 X io10

90° 1.93 X 1010 1.09 X 1010

120° 1.84 X IqIO 1.29 X 1010

.assumed 2.0 X IO10
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It is apparent that incorrect values of would result from 
Ruth's analysis. Furthermore Oc was not constant during • 

any of the assumed runs since the pressure drop across the 

cake varied with time.
It can be argued that Ruth's analysis of actual fil

tration data would likewise lead to incorrect values of OC 

and Rm. Even though good straight lines would be dravm 

through the points, the values of the approximate slope and 

intercept would not lead to correct values of the parameters. 

If the same slurry and medium were employed in a different 

filter device such as a plate and frame press, different 
experimental values would be obtained for (X. and R^ in' the 

two cases due to the weakness of the theory.
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CHAPTER IV

RELATING POROSITY TO PRESSURE AND TIME'

Numerous authors have determined, porosity as a function 
solely of applied pressure (11, 19, 28, 37,)• Although these 

authors assumed that equilibrium porosity_was_attained in
stantaneously, Tiller (57) stated that this was not true. 

He Indicated that a gradual creep would continue even after 

an initial quasi-equilibrium had been attained. To substanti

ate these conclusions he reported a plot of the variations 

of the porosity of crushed linestone with time for different 

applied pressures. This plot is reproduced in Figure IV-1. 

It can be seen in this figure that an initial equilibrium 

was reached in about 5 minutes, after which a gradual creep 

continued. Thus in the compression of a porous solid two 

time effects have been shown to exist; initial equilibrium 

and a creep effect.

These time effects were studied experimentally through 

the use of device called a compression-permeability cell 
disclosed by Ruth (38) in 1946. As a result of these studies 

it was found that porosity was a function of both time and 

pressure. The time dependency was evidenced by a decrease 

in porosity with time under a constant applied pressure.

Two time effects were found to occur simultaneously.
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The first effect predominates up to the time initial 

equilibrium is attained, and is called primary compression. 

This attainment of equilibrium occurs quickly, after which 

the creep effect becomes pronounced. Although the effect of 

creep may be of Importance in other fields, primary compress

ion is of chief importance in the field of filtration.

Primary compression is a time effect concerned with 

the initial expulsion of liquid from the interstices of the 

porous solid. This time effect may be described phenomeno-

■ logically by combinations of mechanical analog models.

These analog models are composed of elastic springs, dash

pots, etc., and are termed rheological models. The rheologi

cal models can be converted to their electrical analogs and

1 solved using circuit theory and Laplace transform theory.

The final solution of these Rheological models presents 

cake thickness as a function of the applied force and time. 

The cake thickness in turn must be related to porosity so 

that the function_may_bja__employed in filtration theory.
Tiller (57, 58) has shown that porosity plays an important 

role in filtration. The relationship between cake thickness 

and porosity may be determined by use of a fictitious, but 

factually correct, representation of a compression-permeabili

ty filter cake as shown in Figure IV-2. In this figure, the 

solids are assumed to be Inelastic and occupy a distinct layer
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FIGURE IV-2 A COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITT FILTER CAKE
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of thickness Lg# Since the initial cake thickness is L^, 
the porosity € at that time is

Lq - L3o

Lo (IV-1)

Thus the porosity at any time is related, to the cake height 
and the change in porosity can also be related to the change 

in cake height as

£ e = La9 (iv-2)

Since L8q— Lg0 which by Equation (IV-1) is

Lso = Lo (1- 6) (IV-3)

then

Equation (IV-4) indicates that the porosity at any 0 

may be calculated provided the original cake thickness, the 

original porosity, and the final cake thickness are known. 

The cake thickness may be predicted by use of a rheological 

model which would describe the behavior of the cake as it 

under goes compression';
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I. RHEOLOGICAL MODELS

Rheology is defined, as the science of the deformation 

and flow of matter. A body is said to be deformed when 

application of an appropriate force system alters the shape 

or size of the body. A body is said to flow if its degree 

of deformation changes continually with time. Thus, it is 

the goal of rheology to predict the deformation or flow of 

matter which will result from the application of a given 

force system to that matter. One-method of"describing 

this rheological behavior is through the use of model theories

These theories substitute a model which is supposed to 

behave analogously to that of the real matter. Admittedly 

the models consist of elements which have no counter part 

in the real material. That is, the filter cake in no wise 

is thought to be composed of actual physical springs and 

pistons. Rather it is through the analogy that the real 

matter and the model are related.

There are two kinds of model theories. One is entirely 

concerned with the relation between the real matter and the 
model through analogies. This kind is called "analogy

models” . The second, is concerned with a closer approximation 

of the model to the real conditions. This latter is called 

a "structural-model".
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The use of these models greatly aids in the development 

of a clearer understanding of the rheology of a material. 

As the rheology of the material becomes clearer, the studies 

using analog models are replaced by those 'of structural 

models and devolve to a point where an exact structural 

theory can be established.

The model of a filter cake to be developed in this 

section is one which will represent the overall behavior 

of the cake under primary compression. This model will 

serve as an Indication for the differential model which 

will be fed into the filtration theory by future studies.

Two mechanical elements which are used in the rheologi
cal models to be described in this chapter are “Hookean” 

elements and “Newtonian” elements. Hookean elements may 

be visualized as perfectly elastic, weightless springs. 

An example of such a spring is shown in Figure IV-3a. 

Under no load, the spring will have an Initial length Lo. 

Under a load F, the spring will be compressed to a length 

Lo -AL. When the elastic property of the material is K1, 

then the compression may be written as

A L = -fr (iv-5)

Newtonian elements are idealized as viscous dashpots; that 

is, as a porous plug or piston which moves within a closed
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cylinder filled with a viscous liquid. Such a dashpot, as 

presented in Figure IV~3b, has the property that its rate 

of compression is proportional to the applied force, and 

not on the total amount of the shear strain. Thus, the rate 

of compression is related as follows

AL _ _F_
A@ B* (IV-6)

where B’ is the dashpot constant, a characteristic of the 

material.

Separately, these model elements can represent certain 

classes of simple materials'^ The Hookean element can re

present a solid having pure elasticity only. The Newtonian 

element represents a liquid possessing Newtonian viscosity 

alone. If the aim of model building were the description 

of these materials, the use of rheological models would be 

trival indeedi It is, however, by the combination of these 

elements into more complex models that the desired under

standing of the rheological behavior of a real substance 

can be attained. The combination of these elements can be 

made in any number of ways. Both elements can be combined 

either in series or in parallel^ Furthermore, these com

binations of elements can be combined with more elements 

or other combinations of elements. By this means, rather 
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complex rheological models can be built which can describe 

the behavior of any sort of material.

II. MODELS USED TO DESCRIBE PRIMARY COMPRESSION

To describe the primary compression of a compressible 

porous solid, three different rheological models were de

vised. These were the Kelvin model, the Maxwell model, 
and what Jaeger (22) calls “the General Linear Substance" 

model.

The Kelvin model is represented by a spring connected 

in parallel with a dashpot. This representation is shown 

in Figure IV-4a. This model is one which might be expected 

to apply to a cellular elastic material containing voids 

or holes filled with viscous liquid. Under an applied load, 

the model instantly begins to compress. However, the action 

of the spring is retarded by the parallel acting dashpot. 

The dashpot, at the instant of loading, assumes the total 

amount of the load. Upon assuming this load the dashpot is- 

compressed, causing a movement of the piston inside the 

closed cylinder. Under this movement of the piston, the 

spring begins to compress and through this compression, begins 

to assume a portion of the total applied load. Thus as time 

progresses, the total load originally assumed by the dash

pot is transferred to the spring, so that at some infinite
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•time, the total applied load is then assumed by the com

pression of the spring. When this transfer of load is 

completed, further compression is prevented and motion 

ceases. A graphical representation of the compression of 

this model under applied load may be seen by reference 

to Figure IV-5a.

The Maxwell model is represented by a spring connected 

in series with a dashpot, as shown in Figure IV-4b. This 

model has been used in the study of materials which must 

behave elastically for short times, but at the same time 

may flow very slowly under continuously applied stress. 

If this model is suddenly loaded, it instantaneously com

presses so that the spring at this time assumes the total 

load. Simultaneously with this compression, the dashpot 

begins to be compressed; however, unlike the Kelvin model, 

the Maxwell model does not have a mechanism whereby the 

stress on the spring can be shared by the action of the dash

pot. Thus, in the case of the Maxwell model, the material 

will possess an instantaneous elastic strain, followed by a 

linearly increasing strain. The compression of this model 

under an applied load is graphically represented in Figure 

IV-5b.

The General Linear Substance model consists of a spring 
in parallel with a Maxwell model, as shown in Figure IV-4c.
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Under a suddenly applied load, the model elastically com

presses such that the total load is taken up by the two 

springs. As soon as the load is applied to the spring of 

the Maxwell branch of the model, the dashpot starts to move, 

thus relaxing the stress applied to the spring of that 

branch. With this relaxation the other parallel spring 

must assume the additional load. In effect, the load assumed 

by the Maxwell branch is slowly transferred to the parallel 

spring. Once the total load is assumed by the latter spring, 

motion will cease. Since the rate that the load will be trans

ferred is dependent upon the arresting motion of the dashpot, 

and this motion is arrested only at very long times, then 
the stress relaxation or the strain (compression) continues 

for an infinite length of time. The above described reac

tions of this model to an applied load is shown in Figure IV- 

5o.

A mathematical analysis of the above described models 

was made and compared with the compression found by experi

ment. The results of this comparison will be shown later 

in this chapter. The first step in the solution of a rheologi

cal model is the development of an electrical analog model.

The basic law governing the behavior of springs and 
dashpots are given above as Equations IV-5 and IV-6. It is 

the principle of analogs that systems represented by equations 
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having the same form can be substituted for one another. 

In this manner, a more familiar phenomenon may be studied 

instead of the former, less familiar one.

The variables involved in rheological systems are force, 

distance, velocity, and material constants. An analogous 

electrical system has as the equivalent variables, current, 

voltage, time derivatives of current, and resistance and 
conductance. Thus, Equations (1V-5) and (IV-6) may be.re- 

wrltten in terms of the electrical behavior as

1
V’ = — (IV-5a)

V' =— — (lV-6a)
B* de

1 1where V*  is the voltage, 1 is the current, and-^r and-gl

are the resistance and conductance, respectively.

By use of Laplace transform- theory, the corresponding 

equations are converted

iw

As an illustration of the use of this method, the solution for • 

। the transforms:

v(^=
d*  If^J
K' (IV-5b)

^) = 1(S)
B‘

(IV-6b)

the Kelvin model is detailed next.
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III. SOLUTIONS OF THE RHEOLOGICAL MODELS

The procedure used to solve these rheological models 

is to operate on. the analogous electrical system and to 

determine the function by application of Laplace Transform 

theory.

The Kelvin model Is redrawn In Figure TV-6*  Its 

analogous electrical circuit Is shown In the same figure*'.  

The Impedance Z of the circuit can be determined as follows:

1 d-
z - ------------  - -------------

JL*  B’^+K’
(IV-7)

Let It now be assumed that a constant force Is applied In

stantaneously to the rheological model. This Is slgmlfled 

by the application of a constant current In the electrical 

analog model. Such an Instantaneously applied current Is 

represented by a step function, defined as:

1=0 e *=  o
> (iv-8)

1=1 e =- o

The corresponding Laplace transform of this step function Is:

(IV-8a)
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ANALOG OF MODEL

RHEOLOGICAL MODEL

FIGURE IV-6 ANALOG OF A xuJLVIN MC?EL
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The displacements within the rheological model corresponds to 

the voltage of an analogous electrical model. Thus the 

transformed displacement corresponds to the analogous trans
formed voltage according to Ohm’s law

Zid) (IV-9)

The transformed instantaneous current is given by Equation 
(IV-8) and the impedance, Z, has already been given by Equa

tion (IV-7)e Upon substituting these values into the above 

equation, the transformed voltage is found to be

V’ = F 1 - F
(S) d*  [ Bb + K*  K‘ (IV-10)

The velocity of the displacement can now be obtained by tak
ing the inverse Laplace transform of Equation (IV-10).

This will give

(IV-11)

The displacement or the change in cake thickness is 
obtained by integrating Equation (IV-11) as
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or

(!V-12a)

Equation (TV-12) la the solution to the Kelvin model.

The solution for the other two rheological models may 

be found In a similar manner. The details of their solution 

are outlined next.
The Maxwell model shown In Figure IV-4b can be repre

sented as a analogous electrical circuit having a resistor 

and a conductance connected in series to a current cource. 

The Impedance Z of this circuit is

z = -A- (IV-13)
B’ K*

To this circuit, let a step functional current be applied.

The Laplace transform or this function has been discussed 

earlier and was found to be

Thus, the application of Ohm’s law yields

v> =TJil z = xFjL.+-£.■
,4) I J LB K*.

(IV-14)

(IV-15)
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or
(IV-15a)

and the inverse Laplace transform, the voltage or the velo

city iSyr'C

dx 
de ""

where 3(©) is the Dirac 

The displacement may be

Function.

(IV-16)

found by integrating between the

appropiate limits to yield

(IV-17)

For the so called “General Linear Substance” model.

Figure IV-4c, the analogous electrical circuit is a resistor 
(K2) in parallel with a branch made of another resistor 

connected in series with a conductance. The impedance for

this circuit is

(IV-18)

The transformed voltage is hence

K*  + (K[ +- )B‘d*
(IV-19)-
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Vfhen Equation (17-19) Is inverted, using the Laplace trans

form theory, this voltage Is found, to be

B’(K’ + .

(17-20)
Since the voltage Is also the velocity of the compression 
d.z/d.Q then Integration of the resulting differential equation

7’ = ^-^

In terms of time 0 will yield
f r Ki r ■ B'djAp y

-e j- (rv-21)

17. TESTING OF THE MODELS

Each of the models, as expressed by Equations (I7-12a), 

(17-17), and (17-21) describe a possible compression of a 

filter cake. In order to determine which best describes 

the actual compression, a series of laboratory experiments 

using solka floc were performed to determine the cake height 

and porosity as a function of time.

The procedure used in getting these data is detailed In 

Chapter 711. In brief it consisted of preparing a filter 

cake in the compression-permeability cell, in situ; compress

ing the cake under a given load, measuring the height of the 

cake periodically; and at given intervals increasing the 
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amount of the load applied to the cake. In this manner, 

the cake height was determined as a function of time for 

a given applied load. The interval between applications of 

an increment of load was varied from 6 seconds in some runs 

to as much as 10 minutes in others. Several longer time 

runs were made, these results are described in Chapter VI. 

For the shorter time periods instantaneous cake height 

readings were recorded simultaneously with the corresponding 

time using a movie camera. After the film was developed, 

the recorded cake height and time could be easily determined. 

The results of the test are given in Appendix D. These results 

must be transformed in order to determine the suitability 

of a given model to describe the actual behavior of the 

filter cake.

The mathematical description of the three models are 
given in Equation (IV-12) for the Kelvin; Equation (IV-17) 

for the Maxwell; and Equation (IV-21) for the “General 

Linear Substance" model. A comparison of the experimental 

results to these models is given next.

For the Kelvin model, let the following definitions be 
made so that Equation (IV-12) can be modified

d = - Lq • a = JLo Q > a--- ;B
Ad = Lg- l>0i-A9 K*
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Thus, Equation (IV-12) becomes

d= (1 - e -be) (IV-22)

and

Ad=-(1 - e “b0) (1 - e -b(0~Ag)xb 1 b u e '(IV-23)

This latter equation can be simplified to yield

a -bO . -bAg. . . , .d=— e (1 - e ) (IV-24)
b

From Equation (IV-22) a value for e~b® can be obtained.

Substituting this value into Equation (17-24) the latter 

equation then becomes

Ad=-(1 - e"1^0) d-h—(l-e-h^6) (IV-25)
b

This equation is a linear relationship between d and Ad;

hence, a plot of Ad versus d will yield a straight line 

having a slope equal to

-(1 - e-W)

and an intercept equal to
A (1 - e'^8)
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For the Maxvrell model a similar transformation of Equa
tion (IV-17) will yield

Ad = -d + aA9 (IV-26)

V.Taich is the equation of a straight line, also. In this 

case the intercept will be a A© and the slope of the line 

will be -1.
Finally, a transformation of Equation (IV-21) for the 

"General Linear Substance" model will yield the linear re

lationship

(IV-27)

where

A short computer program was written to calculate d 

and Ad from the experimental values. This program, to

gether with several sample results are given in Appendix C,

In Figure IV-7 are plotted the results of two experi

mental runs, numbers XVI1-65 and XVII-130. The applied 

force for run XVII-65 was 15.3 pounds; the force for run 

XVII-130 was 100.3 pounds. Since the data from each of these 

runs show a linear form, all the models are acceptable on the 

basis of this linearity. However, a further comparison 

of the models with the
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FIGURE TT-7
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linear plots show that the Maxwell model can be discarded 

because the slope of none of the lines is minus one. This 
leaves as acceptable models either the Kelvin or the "Gen
eral Linear Substance”. Since either of these are acceptable 

and the available data does not indicate that one is more 

sufficient than the other, the Kelvin model will be assumed 

to be sufficient to describe the primary compression. From 

the slope and intercepts obtained from the lines drawn in 
Figure TV-7, values of a and b, and hence values of K’ and 

B*  could be determined using Equation (TV-25 )'• The results

of these evaluations are listed below:

Run F* B‘ K’

XVI1-65 15-3 5.69 4.969

XVII-130 100.5 9.953 6.574

The ability of these constants to reproduce the experi-

mental data are shown in Figures TV-8 and IV-9» In these 

figures the cake thickness predicted using the Kelvin model 

is shown in Figures TV-8 and TV-9. In these figures the 

cake thickness predicted using the Kelvin model is shown as 

a solid line, whereas, the experimental data are shown as 

circles. The agreement between data and the predicted 

values is good.

An additional test of these rheological constants was
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FIGURE IV-8 C0:TARIS0N OF KELVIN MODEL TO RUN 65
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made. The data were obtained from a similar run, XVII-63*  

The applied compressive force for this latter run was 15.3 

pounds. The experimental results are reported in Appendix 

C. A comparison of the predicted results to the experiment

al results is shown in Figure IV-10. The points represent 

the experimental data and the solid line the predicted cake 

height. Again the agreement is good.

From the preceding analysis it may be assumed that the 

Kelvin model adequately predicts the primary compression 

of a filter cake. It is only the creep function which the 

model does not predict.
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FIGIF3 TV-10 COtTARISON OF T.E PREDICTED RESULTS 
TO THE RESULTS



CHAPTER V

SIDE-V/ALL FRICTION

IN COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY TESTING

Important to filtration oaloulations are the values of 

porosity and specific cake resistance of a filter cake. 

These values can be obtained from a device knovm as_a 

compression-permeability cell, in which a mechanical load is 

applied to a confined filter cake; and liquid is allowed 

to flow through the solids under relatively small liquid 

pressures. Permeability and porosity can be determined as 

a function of the applied pressure on the confined cake. 

Presently employed theory is based upon the. assumption that 

specific cake resistance and porosity are functions of 

solids pressure alone.

Average values for porosity and specific cake resis

tance of a filter cake depend upon integration processes 

utilizing local or point values. The purpose of the compress 

ion-permeability cell is to provide a means for determining 

the point values which can be used to predict the relation

ship between porosity and solids pressure in a filter cake.

If the solids pressure produced by the mechanical load 

were uniform throughout the filter cake, then the average 

cell porosity and specific cake resistance could be used as 
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point values to describe the flow in a filtration process. 

However, an appreciable amount of friction has been found 

to exist between the filter cake and the wall of the com

pression-permeability cell. Thus, the cake is not uniformly 

compressed and only average values are obtained which must 

be corrected before being used in theoretical calculations. 

It is the purpose of this chapter to discuss side-wall 

friction and to derive a theory applicable for development 

of correction factors.

I. SIGNIFICANCE OF SIDE-WALL FRICTION

In compression-permeability cell testing it has been 
assumed (11) that the filter cake was uniformly compressed. 

However, because wall friction does exist, a portion of the 

force applied to the surface of the filter cake is trans

mitted to the wall causing a diminution of forces in subse

quent layers of the filter cake. Thus, the cake is not uni

formly compressed. Non-uniform compression of the filter 

cake causes a variation in porosity throughout the entire 

cake. Since the porosity depends upon the applied stress, 

which decreases from the top to the bottom of the cake, the 

porosity is greater at the bottom than at the top.

Utilizing experimental data, given later in this chapter, 

it will be demonstrated that side-wall friction does exist
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In a compression-permeability cell. Wall friction is a 

function of the frictional contact area between side wall 

and confined solids which may be expressed in terms of the 

ratio of the area of the side wall of the flow area of the 

cake. Since the area ratio for a commerical filter is usually 

much smaller than the corresponding ratio for a compression- 

permeability cell, the wall effect for a commercial filter 

is probably negligible. However, in small tests filters of 

the bomb type having a diameter of one to four Inches, side

wall friction may be an appreciable factor. The exact mag

nitude of the factor needs to be Investigated experimentally.

II. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATORS

Few investigators have recognized that side-wall fric
tion was significant. Grace (11) has reported data which 

show that the porosity of an extra thick cake within a 

compression-permeablility cell was greater at the bottom 

than at the top of the cake. Although he did not emphasize 

it, side-wall friction must have been present and caused 

the porosity to vary.
Taylor (54) and Welch (70) recognized that side-wall 

friction was present In a consolidometer which Is similar 

to a compression-permeability cell. Although these investi

gators differed In their conclusions as to the extent of the 
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side-wall friction, nevertheless, they did agree that friction 
was a"function of the thickness-to-diameter ratio. For 

consolidation of soils these two authors did not consider 

a correction factor necessary.
Shirato (44) and Lu (31) have confirmed that side-wall 

friction is present in compression-permeability testing•

HI. DEVELOPMENT OF THE THEORY

In order to establish a theory for side-wall friction, 

the forces acting at the interface of the filter cake and the 

wall of the compression-permeability cell must be determin

ed.
The laws of statics, as expressed by Cauchy’s (30) 

equations of equilibrium, were used by Biot (4), McNabb (32), 

McNamee (33), and Cryer (8) to study the forces existing 

within a mass of consolidating soil. The consolidating mass 

was of infinite extent, thus the effect of wall friction 

was not considered. The validity of using these laws of 

statics to describe the forces might be questioned. However, 

the results of their studies indicated that the use of these 

equations developed for equilibrium conditions were applicable.

Theories have been established for the effect of side
wall friction by Sower and Sower (47), Jenlke (25), and 

Jaky (23). These theories were derived to determine the 

static pressure on the walls in storage silos and hoppers.
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They too used, the laws of statics as expressed, by Cauchy’s 

equation of equilibrium as:

z
bT _ 
2>y P8

(V-l)

L = o -
by bz 4

Thus from these two different approaches, of consoli

dating mass without friction, and side-wall friction with

out consolidation it is indicated that the equations of equili

brium can be utilized to describe side-wall friction in com

pression-permeability cell testing.
Taylor (54) in his studies of completely consolidated 

soil assumed that the side friction per unit of area at any 

height was proportional to the average vertical pressure at 

that height, as

Ry = Ko fz (V-2)

where KQ a physical characteristic of a given material is 
assumed to be constant. Sower and Sower (47) have reported 

Kq may have values ranging from 1.0 for soft clays to 0.4 

for dense sand or gravels.

A schematic diagram of a layer filter cake within a 

compression-permeability cell is given in Figure V-l. The 

layer represented by this figure is z-distance from the 

lower drainage piston, D units in Diameter and dz units
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FIGURE V-l SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF A LAYER

OF A FILTER CAKE
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thick. The pressure applied is pz+2^z 'transmitted

is td„. The corresnonding horizontal pressure developed is 
Py which, at the wall surface, causes a shearing stress 7^ 

to be developed.

A simple force balance, assuming equilibrium, will

yield
ii^-dpz+ T/b^dz dz

or

Then if pz is kno*vm  from empirical curves as

(V-5)

(V-4)

tan J^Ezl
dz

the wall frictional force becomes

X" "4" tan 
be

(V-6)

By this means, a value for the coefficient of wall friction 

can be obtained as

\ 7 D rA = —4x - —— g O - tan 
0 Py .

(V-7)
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Now examine more closely the state of stress with in 

the elementary prism. Consider the prism to be symetric 

about the y-axis, also assume that the vertical pressure 

is uniformly distributed over the cross-sectional area 

as:

Pz= f (z) (V-8)

Then from Cauchy*s  first equation of equilibrium the follow

ing is obtained:

$-u)= g£_-(v-9) o z -j- oy
or:

(V-10)

Since y=0 is the symetrical z-axis and it can be shown that
T=0 along this axis, then f0(z)=O and.

gp ~ f‘(z) y (V-ll)

This means that the shearing stress, T, is distributed 

linearly over the horizontal cross-section and thus at the 

wall will become:
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Tw= [g^- r’fJ-a-L J 2 ( V-12)

Similarly the horizontal, normal stress, pz , can be obtained 
from Cauchy’s second equation of equilibrium as :

pv = f"_yZ + 6(z)
3 2

(V-13)

but, along the symetrical axis, pure compression alone has

been assumed, thus

g(z) = Kopz = KQ f(z)

and along the wall

(V-14 )

(V-15 )

From the definition of the coefficent of wall friction.
Equation (V-7) the following is obtained:

Kof(z) + f“(z)
(V-16)

Upon rearrangement the following second order differential 

equation can be written:
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+f(z)K0 (V-17)

A solution of this second order equation can "be obtained
by letting £=Kof(z) 

to:

which reduces Equation (V-17)

The solution of this latter equation is

where-

^2zd
DSj D*2

^=ci6 + =26

or letting

f(z) = -f-Ko
dPb
2X.KO

gives

f(z) = C2P _ JPPs- 
Ko C 2 \KO

(V-18)

(V-19)

(V-20)

(V-21)

(V-22)
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Using this relationship, determine the ratio of the

transmitted-to-applied force. . as:

(V-23)

Upon division, this eo.uatlon "becomes:

0 ..P,.. J_ DPgKo Ko ^Xo <v-2*)
Since the applied force is considerably larger in compari

son to the force developed by the action of gravity on the 

density of the cake, the effect of the cake density, 
can be neglected. Equation (V-24) reduces to :

Equation (V-25) can be converted to

etc..

(V-25)

(V-26)
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To complete the solution, the values of and C2 need 

to he evaluated. It has been fairly well established by 
Jamieson (24) and Jaky (23) as well as others, that the 

vertical pressure transmitted to the bottom approaches a 

limiting value as the height of the cake is Increased, that 

is as the pressure is increased. This, in effect, gives 

one of two limiting values which can be used to evaluate 

the constants. As the cake thickness increases to a large 
value, say as“‘“*‘O > then the ratio of transmitted-to- 

applied force approaches a finite limit; therefore,

/.C2 = 0 (V-27)

and thus
PT _ (l-f-\/l-2K0\o' )
PA “ C * (V-28)

III. CORRECTION FACTORS FOR POROSITIES 

AND SPECIFIC CAKE RESISTANCES

Based upon published porosity versus pressure data,
Tiller (60) has suggested that in the range up to 100 psi, 

the porosity of moderately compressible solids can be re

presented by the power function

e«= e0»B Ps-pi

= Q Pa S Pl
(V-29)
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No correction for wall effect were used, in calculating 
and. \ from those published, porosity-pressure data.

Correction factors which may be applied to experimental 

porosity-pressure data will now be developed. It has been 
shown, in Equation (V-28) that the solids pressure is a func

tion of the cake thickness and the applied pressure. Futher- 

more, the average porosity is defined as :

E = “ €z (v-50)
Jo

Then the average porosity within such a cell can be obtained 
by the substitution of Equation (7-28) into Equation (V-29) 

and using this relationship for Equation (7-30); integration 

of this substituted expression between the limits of 0 and 

L will give, providedpB * pj,:

If the solids pressure were constant throughout the cake, 

as had been assumed in the past experiments, the porosity 

would be:
-X
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Thus, the correction factor would, be:

In a similar manner, the specific cake resistance may 
be corrected for the wall frictional effect*  Tiller (60) 

represented the equilibrium point specific cake resistance ' 

of a moderately compressible solid as a power function of 

the solids pressure, In the range up to 100 psi, as: 
n 

ax=aops Pa*Pi
(V-34) 

ot, = a.

The average specific cake resistance has been defined as:
r

a = 0Lx 5lz (V-35)
^0

Then, in an Identical procedure to that outlined for porosity, 

the correction factor for specific cake resistance within a 

compression-permeability cell would be, provided Pg3* Pj.

(v-36)
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In terms of the ratio of transmltted-to-applied pres
sures, Equations (V-33) and (V-36) can be transformed as

f

(V-33a)

a =a„<-
uniform

V. TESTING AND RESULTS

(V-36a)

The magnitude of side-wall friction was determined using 

a modified compression-permeability cell. The cell consist

ed of a cylinder with an upper piston and a lower, free- 

floating base. The upper piston was made of mild, type 1040 

steel which was given an 0.008 inch hard chrominum plating 

after machining and then ground to 2.0225 inches o.d. Two 

different types of cylinders were used during this study. 

Originally a metallic cylinder was made of 516 type stainless 

steel with a bore measuring 2.0255 inches i.d. A ‘'Teflon" 

lined, ordinary steel cylinder having the same Internal dia

meter as the stainless steel cylinder was used for the latter 

tests. The lower free-floating, wall-effect filter base piston 
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was manufactured to have the same external diameter as the 

upper piston. The filter cake, which had been produced in 

the cylinder using a special caking piston, was compressed 

between the two movable pistons. The mechanical load applied 

to the top of the filter cake was the total of the weight 

of the compression piston plus cast steel weights as used 

in the experiments. The mechanical force transmitted through 

the cake was impressed on the wall-effect filter base piston,, 
which was supported by an SR-4 strain gauge load transducer'. 

The amount of force so received by the transducer was deter
mined using an SR-4 strain gauge analyzer. Further details 

of the equipment may be found in Chapter VII.

As a part of each experiment and prior to the develop

ment of any cake within the compression-permeability cell 

cylinder, a calibration run was made. That run was performed 

for two purposes; first, to establish a calibration curve 

which related the SR-4 strain gauge readings, in microinches 

per inch, to the applied force, in pounds; and second, to 

determine the presence of any abnormal amounts of frictional 

drag on the piston-cylinder combination. Presence of the ; 

latter was indicated by a radical deviation from the estab- ; 

llshed strain gauge readlng-vs-force relationship. The re

sults of a typical calibration run are shown in Figure V-2. 

In that figure the strain gauge reading is plotted versus
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the force*.  Several factors may be illustrated by referring 

to this figure. Of primary importance is the existence of 

a straight lihe relationship between the gauge readings and 

the force. Any radical departure from this linear relation

ship Indicated the presence of abnormal friction; and almost 

invariably the presence of some foreign substance on the 

cylinder or piston was detected.

Utilizing the experimental apparatus, side-wall friction 

measurements were made using three typical filter cake mate

rials, namely super cel, solka floc, and talc. After the 

calibration procedure had been finished, a filter cake was 

produced in situ using the procedure described in Chapter VII 

The appropriate mechanical load was applied via the compres

sion piston to the top of the filter cakes. The mechanical 

force transmitted through the filter cake was measured using 

the load transducer and analyzer. After that measurement had 

been taken for a given applied load, an increment of load was 

added and the measurement repeated until the final load was 

reached'.

The results of the experiments indicated that side-wall 
friction was present in both conventional and "Teflon" lined 

cylinders. The effect of this wall friction can be seen 

from a plot of the transmitted versus applied force. Typical 
of these plots are those for a 3/4. 1^-, and 3 inch cakes 
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of super cel, as given in Figure V-3. A straight line 

intercepting the origin can be drawn through the experiment

al points. The significance of these plots is as follows: 

first, the straight line relationship shows that the trans

mitted force is a linear function of the applied force;

second, the fact that the straight line can be drawn through 

the origin, indicates the absence of any abnormal frictional 

effects during the tests. The line is of the form

PT= slope (ps) (V-37)

The slopes for all lines were less than unity; thus, it can 

be concluded that a diminution of force occured, or in 

other words side-wall friction was detectable. Finally, 

slopes, for the thicker cakes were less than that for'thinner 
ones indicating that side-wall friction Increased with cake 

thickness.

The ratio of the transmitted force divided by the applied 
force has been shown by Equation (V-28) to be a seml-log- 

arithmlc function of the thickness-to-diameter ratio, L/D. 

The pressure ratio, Pt,/Pa> can be determined from plots like 

those given in Figure V-3 . In order to determine the correct
ness of Equation (V-28), the logarithmic pressure ratios may 

be plotted as a function of the thickness-to-diameter ratios
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as has been done in Figure V-4. The slopes of those curves 
represent values of •y|l - </1-2K0Xq ) for the reprective filter 

cake substances and. cylinder lining materials*  Values of

•^1 - / 1-2K0Xqjas experimentally determined for super cel, 

solka floc, and talc are given in Table !• .

Earlier mins were made with the stainless steel cylinder 

and filter cakes of super cel. The results of these runs 

are also shown in Figure V-4. From this figure it is quite 

evident that the material of the cylinder lining also effects 

the slope of the.semi-logarithmic plot and hence the value of
■y^l - /1-2KO^'j • This would be expected since the coeff- 

cient of wall friction,\0, would not be the same for the 

cake-to-steel interface as it would be for the oake-to-MTefldnM 

interface.

Using the above method, values for KQ could be cal

culated, provided the coefficient of wall friction was known. 

Conversely, the coefficient of wall friction could be de

termined experimentally for a given compression-permeability 

cell cylinder lining, if a value for Ko were known.
The values for -^-|1 - /l-SK^'j as found above, together 

with the pressure exponents for the porosity and the 
specific cake resistance as reported by Tiller (60), 

permits calculation of correction factors for porosity and 
cake resistance as given by Equations (V-33) and (V-36),
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TABLE I

CORRECTION FACTORS FOR SIDE-WALL FRICTION

Substance

■Jjl - V1-2KOX„ j 

for nTeflonMCylinder

Pressure Ex- 
ponents

Correction Factors (ln cake) 
Cake

n Porosity Resistance

SUPER CEL 0.360 0.137 0.0104 0.998 1.022

SOL KA FLOC 0.284 2.076 0.0532 0.992 1.291

TALC 0.216 0.506 0.054 0.989 1.112
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respectively. These corrections are also reported in Table 1. 

Although correction for porosity amounts to only one to Wo 

percent, the correction factor for cake resistance varies 

between two and twenty-nine per cent. It is evident that 

this variation in cake resistance warrants further investi

gation.



CHAPTER VI

SPECIFIC CAKE RESISTANCE VERSUS THffi

The average filtration resistance is generally defined 

by the Ruth equation. This equation is a modification of the 

Sperry equation and mathematically results from equating the 

flow rate through a filter cake to the pressure driving po
tential divided by a resistance term. Ruth's equation (38) 

can be represented in the form:*

* In this equation, q is assumed constant. Tiller and 
Shirato (64) have derived a new definition for the cake 
filtration resistance in terms of a factor J which depends 
upon slurry concentration as well as applied pressure.

q =  7—Sq__2—_ (VI-1)

The resistance to flow is shown in this equation to be 

separated into parts. The first is the cake resistance 

which equals the product of a resistance coefficient, Cl_, 

and the mass of the porous solid material making up the filter 

cake. The second part of this resistance to flow is the re
sistance of the supporting medium, Rm. Equation (VI-1) is 

an empirical differential equation in which OtDis primarily 

a function of the pressure drop across the cake.
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Whereas the average filtration, 01 , has been defined, by 
Equation (VI-1) the local filtration resistance, 0Cx , 19 de

fined by Tiller (59) as

d-Px <lpo6=^=-S=^= P-ax1x (VI-2)

The relationship between and OLX has been shown, in
Equation (III-57) to be

a_ p “ pi
fp-p-L (VI-3)
/ aPs
Jq CLx

On the basis of previous experimental data, It has been 

assumed that bas been a function of the solids pressure 

pa alone. In turn, the solids pressure Is assumed to be re

lated to the hydraulic pressure, px, as shown In Equation 
(III-9).

The values of OLxpreviously reported In the literature 

were obtained from a compression-permeability cell or indi
rectly calculated from average values (59)# These values 

for0L^ were used to calculate average debased upon the funda

mental postulate thatdxhas identical values in a cake and 

a permeability cell when p - px in the cake equals the 

solids pressure in the cell. For moderately compressible 
materials up to 100 p.s.i., Tiller (60) and Shirato and Okamura 

(42) have Indicated that the point filtration resistance
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can be related empirically to the compressive pressure by: 
n 

ax= OL Pa PS*P.

a = a- pa=p; (
where it has been assumed that 0Lx approached a limiting 
valueOl^at some low pressure p^. Lu (31) has recently 

measured the filtration resistance in the low pressure 

region. The results of his experiments agreed fairly well 
with Tiller’s postulate, that OL^ becomes constant and equal 

to CL. in the lower pressure region.A*

I. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF SPECIFIC CAKE RESISTANCE

During an earlier study of the effect time and pressure 

has on porosity, few values for cake resistance were ob

tained. As reported in Chapter IV, an analysis of the 

porosity data of the earlier study indicated that equili

brium had not been attained during the study. Thus, it 

became necessary to make an additional study of the effect 

time has on specific cake resistance as well as porosity.

For this second series of experiments, the modified 

compression-permeability.cell, as described in Chapter VII, 

was used. Filter cakes of highly compressible Solka Floc 
(alpha cellulose) were made in situ using the special caking 

piston. A total of six runs were made during this series.
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The runs consisted, of : preparing the filter cake; applying 

a single, constant loading of either 25.3, 50.3, 75.3, or 

100.3 pounds force to the compression piston; and obtaining 

and recording periodic readings of cake height, elapsed time 

and filtrate volume. These runs lasted three hours to 

several days. Additional details of the experimental procedure 

used are given In Chapter VII.

The data obtained during the experiments were used to 

calculate the average porosity and specific cake resistance 

according to the following formulae

ScAPh A 

w

The results of these calculations are listed In Appendix D.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

(VI-5)

(VI-6)

The calculated values obtained for the specific cake 

resistance are plotted in Figure VI-1. This figure presents 

the values of specific cake resistance as a function of time, 

in seconds, plotted on log-log scales. Since the previously 

reported values of cake resistance were obtained.'during^studies
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varying only the applied pressure, a direct comparison of 

the present experimental values to those previously reported 

is not possible. However, if it could be assumed that the 

literature values were obtained after the compression-per

meability cell had been loaded for 10 minutes, then the 

values of the present investigation at the end of 10 minutes 
might be compared to those of the literature. (This assump

tion would require an additional investigation.) Such a 

plot of specific cake resistance versus pressure is presented 

as a log-log plot in Figure VI-2. Referring to the latter 

figure it will be noted that these results agree fairly well 
with the postulated power function relation of Tiller’s (60)•

Three conclusions can be made from this study of the 

resistance of a compression-permeability cell cake. First, 

by referring to Figure VI-1 it is evident that under constant 

applied pressure, the specific cake resistance, OL , is a func

tion of time. Moreover, the specific cake resistance at a 

given time is a function of the applied compressive pres

sure as shown in Figure VI-2. Thus it might appear, for a 

compression-permeability cell, that the specific cake resis

tance is a function of both time and solids compressive 

pressure.

With regards to the function of time, as shown in 

Figure VI-1, it would appear that the values for cake resis- 

ance must approach a low, but finite value, greater than zero.
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Certain unpublished, data by Lu indicate this decrease in cake 

resistance at short times is valid, Futhermore, according to 
Ruth's equation the cake resistance value must not approach 

zero, because the rate of filtrate flow,q, would approach an 

exceedingly large value as (Zx approached zero, which is not 

logical since

Lr i T r p. Jsx. 1
I J /4-a-wJ (vl"7)a^T> o a^> o

Finally, it would appear that the specific cake resistance 

would increase without limit as time increases. Evidence of 

this time effect might be postulated from an examination of 

the decrease in permeabilty of sediments deposited in recent 

geological times. Since it has been established that permeabili

ty and cake resistance are reciprocally related, this decrease 

in permeability of sediment would indicate a corresponding 

increase in the resistance of sediments. Thus an Increase in 

resistance with time is definitely indicated by the above 

analogy.

It is evident from the results of this study that time 

effects the specific cake resistance of a compression-perme- .. 

ability cell cake. Whether this phenomenona exists in a 

filtration cake will require additional studies designed to 

separate this effect from others in a filtration process.
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Furthermore, even if this phenomenon did exist and the values 

for the specific cake resistance were known as functions of 

time and pressure, it would still be necessary to determine 

the path by which the specific cake resistance were to pro

gress from CL.X at a given pressure and time to a new pressure 
pg and time 6*  • Thus, as with porosity, there exist two 

time scales, © and ©*'•  A distinction between these two time 

scales can be made clearer by referring to Figure VI-5*

In this figure, CL, is presented as an arithmetic plot 

versus ©• Two isobaric values of 01, are presented by the 

lines labeled q^q and Pg*©*  It may be assumed that the 

filtration process has been continuing for sufficient 

length of time so that the value of GL is 0L The corres- 

ponding pressure is pg In an increment of time later the 

solids compressive pressure, PSj©, has increased to PB*©*̂© e 

The instantaneous value of the cake resistance on this new 

isobaric line is related to the corresponding value. 6*,.  as 

shown be the coordinates of the intersection of the upper 

isobar and the previous value of CLX . During the sub

sequent interval of time ZxQ , the value of 0LA rises along 

the upper isobaric line to the corresponding intersection 
of .©’tA©, and thus gives rise to a new value for 0Lx , namely 

^xe’fA©*  Similarly, the values for other portions of 

the cake will be adjusted in terms of the corresponding
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equivalent values for 6’ s'*

The exact process whereby the value of Olyprogresses 

from one solids compressive pressure and time to a new time 

and pressure will have to be established during an actual 

filtration process. Any conclusions based solely on com

pression-permeability cell results would have to be modified 
because the two time scales 6 and 61 are equal for the com

pression-permeability cell.



CHAPTER VII

EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

An experimental study v;as made to determine the actual 

behavior of a filter cake in a compression-permeability 

cell. These experiments measured the variation in porosity, 

specific cake resistance, and side-wall friction with time 

and under various pressure loadings. The cake materials, 

the equipment, and the testing procedure used for these ex

periments are described in this chapter.

I. MATERIALS

' The three materials tested during this work were Solka 

Floc, Super Cel, and Talc C. These materials are described, 
as follows: (1) Solka Floc, a highly compressible alpha 

cellulose made by Brown and Company; (2) Super-Cel, a fine 

grade of diatomaceous earth refined by Johns-Mansvllle and 
Company; and (3) Talc, a finely powdered, hydrated magnesium 

silicate prepared by Millwhite. The physical properties 

of these materials are presented in Table II. Since it was 

thought that these materials might vary slightly from pur

chased batch to batch, sufficient quantities of a single 

batch of each of these substances was set aside for these 

tests.
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TA3LE II

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MATERIALS

Generic

Density

Average 
size,

/
TALC SUPER-CEL

Name Magnesium
Silicate

Diatomaceous
Earth

2»67 1.997

Particle 
microns . 2-3 2-3

Ifo "Lfo

SOLKA FLOC

Ot-Cellulose

1.535

17
5% max-.Moisture Content
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Pure distilled water was used for all experiments, 

whether in the preparation of the slurries or in performing 

the permeability tests.

II. EQUIPMENT

Compression-permeability Cell

The standard oompression-permeability cell, as describ
ed by Grace, (11), Kottwitz (28), and Ruth (57), was modified 

for this study. These modifications consisted of a caking 

piston, a wall effect piston base, and a different type 

of cylinder lining.

Prior to this study, it had been the experimental 

procedure to place.a wet cake or pour a thickened slurry 

of the test material into the cell. A saturated cake 

was then produced in the bottom of the cell by applying a 

slight vacuum of 1 inch of mercury to the drainage area. 

By this procedure, it was entirely possible to introduce 

uneven porosity distribution into the filter cake prior to 

compression. To prevent this, a caking piston was designed. 

This piston was a separate device which was used for preparing 

an uniform filter cake, in situ, from a well mixed slurry. 

This caking piston is shown in Figure VII-1, Prefllt slurry 

was introduced into the piston by means of the left hand stain

less steel tubing. The slurry was given a swirling motion 

by the crook in this tubing at the bottom of the piston.
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CAKING PISTON

FIGURE 7II-1
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The circulating slurry then over flowed the overflow wier 

and returned to the preflit slurry storage vessel by means 

of the right hand tubing. The portion of this circulating 

slurry used to form the filter cake passed through a series 
of 1/16 inch holes in the bottom of the caking piston. 

When a cake of the desired thickness had been produced, the 

preflit circulation was stopped and the caking piston gent

ly lowered to rest lightly on the filtered cake. The excess 

slurry standing in the caking piston was then removed by 

suction.

In order to determine whether the force exerted on the 

filter cake was transmitted, undiminished, through the filt

er cake to the surface of the filter septum, a wall-effect 

filter base piston was used. Previously, the lower drainage 

base had been an integral part of the cell proper. By the 

use of the wall effect filter base piston and an SR-4 strain 

gauge transducer, it was possible to measure the force trans

mitted through the cake independent of any force transmitted 

to the wall. It was by means of the above described change 

in the design of the compression-permeability cell that'the 

presence and measurement of side wall friction was possible. 

The mechanical design of this piston is shown in Figure VII- 

2. The piston was made of mild steel which was given an 

0.008 inch hard chromium plating and then ground to 2.0225
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WALL EFFECT FILTER BASE

FIGURE 7IIt2 FILS-FLOATING PISTON
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inches o.d. The porous drainage disk was made of grade C 

porosity stainless steel porous metal obtained from the 

Micro-Metallic Corporation.

The usual compression-permeability cell cylinder is made 

of 316 type stainless steel or similar metal. For the 

early part of the study, a metallic cylinder was made of 

stainless steel with a bore measuring 2.0235 inches i.d. 
To fit within this cylinder and to permit the compression 

of the cake, a compression piston was made of mild steel 

tubing which was given a 0.008 inches of hard chromlun plat

ing and was then ground to 2.0225 inches o.d. See Figure 

VII-3 for further details of this piston and steel cylinder. 

Preliminary tests with the stainless steel cylinder indicated 
that a appreciable amount of friction existed between the 

compression-permeability cell cake and the wall of the cy

linder. It was thought that this friction would be greatly 

diminished by the use of a cylinder lined with a material 
having a lower coefficient of friction. Thus, a "Teflon” 

lined cylinder was manufactured to have the same internal 

diameter as the stainless steel cylinder. The remaining 
tests were made with this "Teflon" lined cylinder.

Three additional pieces of equipment were used In the 

testing of the filter cakes. A supporting framework was 

built to support the cylinder and lower wall-effect piston
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Independently of each other. During the permeability test

ing, a Marionette bottle was used to supply a constant head 

source of distilled water. These two items are shown in 
Figure VII-4. During the preparation of the filter cake, 

a pump and a slurry mixing tank were used with the caking 

piston. These items may be seen in Figure VII~5e

Measuring Equipment

During each compresslon-pereabllity cell run, cake 

thickness, transmitted force, and volume of filtrate were 

measured by the use of several instruments. These devices 

were: calipers, micrometers, force transducers, burrettes, 

dial Indicators, strain gauge analyzer, and a movie camera.

The thickness of the filter cake inside the compression- 

permeability cell was measured in the following manner. 

First, the final cake thickness was determined by measuring 

the height of the piston above the upper flange when the 

cake had reached its final compressed thickness and sub

tracting from this reading the initial height of the piston. 

This latter height was determined before the filter cake 

was made inside the cylinder. These measurements were ob

tained using Inside calipers and a- micrometer. Secondly, 

the intermediate cake thicknesses were determined by noting 

the changes in cake height using a Federal Dial Indicator



FIGURE VII-4



CAKING SYSTEM 1

FIGURE VII-5
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gauge which was graduated to 0.01 millimeters and had an 

over-all range of 25.4 millimeters. The absolute value of 

intermediate thickness was thus determined by adding to the 

final cake thickness the difference between the instantan

eous dial readings and the final dial reading.

During the earlier portion of each run, the cake thick- . 

ness changed so rapidly that it was impossible to read the 

dial indicator. To aid in reading these changes, a movie 

camera recording was made of the movement of the dial indi

cator needle. A Pillar Bolex 16 mm movie camera, provided 

with a special motor drive, was used which allowed pictures 

to be taken every 0.001 minutes. Most of these runs lasted 

two minutes or more during which time the first six seconds 

of data were recorded using the camera. However, whenever 

the entire run lasted six seconds, the camera was used to 

record the SR-4 strain gauge readings as well.

The total volume of the filtrate was collected through

out a compression-permeability cell run. The amount collect

ed during a given period of time was measured using a precision 

burrette. These measured volumes were used to calculate the 

cake resistance.

A force transducer was used to measure the transmitted 

force. This transducer was machined from brass. Four SR-4 

strain gauges, connected in a wheatstone bridge, were cement

ed to the transducer which had been machined to be 0.250 
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inches o.d. at its narrowest point. Two of these gauges 

were placed parallel to the principle fiber of the brass 

and on opposite sides of the narrow column. The other two 
were placed at right angles to the fiber and 90° from the 

previous two. Thus, the assembledge was a rosette pattern.

A Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton SR-4 strain indicator was used 

to determine the transmitted load applied to the force trans

ducer. The circuity of.this indicator is typical of com

mercial amplifier-indicator systems, a functional block di

agram of which is shown in Figure VII-6. Across two legs 

of the wheatstone-bridge is imposed the output of an audio 

frequency oscillator, as shown in the diagram. An audio 

frequency amplifier is driven by the signal taken from the 

wheatstone bridge, and hence, the change in resistance due 

to the load imposed on the transducer.

A few runs were made to determine the speed with which 

these transmitted forces were developed. For these runs the 

load cell was connected to a Model 152 Sanborn'Recorder,

III. TESTING- PROCEDURE

Prior to each experiment a calibration run was made 

to establish the stress-force relationship of the system. 

The cylinder was placed in the supporting framework. The 

lower cylinder was raised into position,'supported by the 

force transducer which rests on the base of the framework.
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FIGURE VII-6
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Two Whatman No.4 filter paper, grade disks were placed on 
top of the lower piston and a strain gauge reading was 

taken. This initial reading was considered as the zero 

reading for the calibration run.

Next, the upper piston was lowered to rest on the lower 

piston and the dial indicator was affixed to the side of the 
cylinder so that the dial indicator's anvil was depressed 

and forced dovm by the upper piston. A strain gauge reading 

and a dial reading was taken with this weight in place*  

Then additional weights,, either 25 or 10 pounds each, were 

placed on top of the upper piston until a total of 535 

pounds was reached. Strain gauge and dial readings were 

taken for each addition of weight. Since the upper piston 

weighed 15•30 pounds, the total weight was 350.3 pounds. 

This made the pressure exerted on the lower piston equal to 
109-45 psi (the piston area was 5.2155 square inches). A 

plot of these strain gauge readings versus applied load 

was then made. The slope of this plot was then calculated in 
dimensions of micro-inches /(pound).

Before removing the additional weights, the height be

tween the upper flange and the lower surface of the piston 

was measured using inside calipers and a micrometer. This 

measurement was called the initial height of the piston.

After the calibration run, the weights and the upper
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piston were removed and a filter;cake was prepared in situ 

within the confines of the lower piston-cylinder combination. 

The detailed description of this step has been given previous

ly in the section of this chapter concerned with the equipment. 

The filtration was stopped when the desired initial cake 

thickness had been reached.

Again, an initial reading was taken with the SR-4 strain 

gauge indicator. The difference between this reading and 

the initial reading taken during the calibration run never 

differed more than 1 Or 2 micro-inches which was equivalent 
to a difference of i to pounds. This difference was con

sidered to be within the accuracy that could be read with 

the indicating dial of the analyser.

The actual runs consisted of placing weights upon this 

filter cake and observing the effect in terms of transmitted 

force, the compression of the cake, and periodically measuring 

the volume of the filtrate collected. These results were 

translated into transmitted force, porosity and cake resis

tance. The data so obtained from these runs are given in

Appendix D



CHAPTER VIII

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Equations for rotary drum filtration have been estab
lished which account for the variation in flow rates (super

ficial velocity) within the cake. In the derivation of 

those equations, the movement of the solids and the fil

trate toward the medium as reported by Shlrato and co
workers (44) was included. For moderately compressible 

materials, the general expression for Qj/Qi and Qx/Qi 
were derived as

->
J (VIII-1)

f

1 -
q-jL 1 - ms 1 - m^s

(VIII-2)
A numerical calculation procedure to solve these equa

tions was programed for a digital computer. The results 

computed were used for several purposes. First, they 

were compared with those obtained using the equations sug
gested by Ruth and Kempe (39) and those of Cooper (7).
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From the comparison it is evident that in general the 

results of the three methods are in agreement; however, 

the filtrate rate predicted using the above equations are 

higher than the other two. This is due to the approxima

tion used in solving the flow of the latter methods.

Second, the computer results indicated that a fair degree of 

error would result if values for and (X were determined 
from experimental data using the Ruth and Kempe (39) rotary 

drum filtration equation. Lastly, the effect of changes 

in operating variables were investigated. It was shown 

that greater tonnage production could be attained by increas 

ing the concentration of the solids in the slurry feed.

Also, the filtration rate was increased by using higher 

vacuum. Furthermore, greater filtration rates will result 

from larger drum submergences. The effect of rotational 

speed upon the filtration rate is not the same for all 

pressure levels. It was found to be greater for a higher 

vacuum than for a lower vacuum.

The variation of.-porosi.ty with pressure and time was 

experimentally determined using a compression-permeability 

cell". It was found that the porosity decreased with time 

sharply at first and then a gradual creep was evidenced. 

The porosity was empirically fitted to several rheological 

models. Good agreement was found for the Kelvin model in 
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describing the primary compression. Tiller’s observation 

concerning the creep function in a compression-permeability 

cell has been confirmed experimentally; however, this effect 

has not been investigated in a filtration process.

Side-wall friction was found to be present in both 

conventional and “Teflon” lined compression-permeability 

cells. A simplified equation was derived and tested which 

describe the frictional effect in terms of the thickness- 

to-diameter ratio for the cake, the properties of the cake 

material, and the coefficient of friction of the cake and 

the cell lining. Correction factors were derived which 

correct the porosity and specific cake resistance measure

ments for the side-wall frictional effect. Although the 

correction factor for the porosity is not usually large, a 

measurable error would be caused if this effect were neglect

ed. The correction for the specific cake resistance is con

siderably larger and normally should not be neglected.



CHAPTER IX

RECOMIffiNDATIONS FOR FUTURE VJORK

As a means of obtaining a better understanding of 

filtration, the following areas for future research are 

recommended.

1. Study the effect that compression-permeability 

cell cake thickness-to-diameter ratio has upon . 

wall friction, cake porosity, and specific cake 

resistance. This study should Include different 

diameters of the compression-permeability cell 

as well as different materials for the lining of 

the cell.

2. Investigate the effect of wall friction on correla

tion of laboratory data with commercial results.

3. Determine the effect of time on specific cake 

resistance under zero compressive pressure. Also, 

devise a means for experimentally determining the 

specific cake resistance at zero time under a given 

compressive pressure.

•4. Study the area of contact between cake particles 

in relation1to intergranular pressures.

5. Develops methods for calculating internal flow 

rate variation in variable pressure filtration 
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under conditions of non-equilibrium porosities 

and specific cake resistances.

6. .Develop a compression-permeability cell which will

permit the measurement of the distribution of 

lateral pressures during compression tests.

Such measurements will permit a better understand

ing of the forces active during compression.

7. Determine whether the creep function Is present 

during an actual filtration process.

8. Using the Kelvin model, set up a differential model 

to be fed Into the filtration theory.



NOMENCLATURE

Roman

A cross sectional area, ft^

B constant defined in Equation (III-4O), dimensionless

B* Dashpot constant defined in Equation (IV-6), (ib^-secj/ft.

Cj_ constant of integration defined in Equation (V-19), 
dimensionless

Cg constant of integration defined in Equation (V-19), 
dimensionless

D diameter, ft.

e base of Napierian logarithms 2.71828  dimensionless

F force, lbf

Fg solids compressive force, lbf

F. friction at wall, lb^
g local gravitational constant, ft/sec2

gc conversion factor, (lbm-ft)/(lb^-sec2)

J. correction factor for filtration resistance, ratio of 
average flow ratio to rate at medium, qav/Qi> dimen
sionless

k Kozeny-Carman*s  coefficient of permeability as given
in Equation (II-3), lbm/ft^

K Darcy*s  coefficient of permeability, defined in Equation (II-3), ft2

K* elastic constant defined in Equation (IV-5), Ib^/ft.

Ko lateral pressure coefficient, ratio between lateral 
and vertical pressures defined in Equation (V-2), 
dimensionless
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L .cake thickness, ft.

m ratio of mass of wet to mass of dry cake, dimensionless

m^ value of m in the infinitesimal surface layer of cake,
dimensionless

n compressibility coefficient for specific resistance, 
dimensions meaningless

N rotational speed of drum, r.p.m.
p applied filtration pressure, lbf/ft2
p’n hydrostatic pressure exerted by slurry, Ib^/ft2

pi the solids pressure below which cake is assumed to have constant properties, Ib^/ft2

ps solids compressive pressure at distance x^from medium, also total compressive pressure, Ib^/ft^

p+ transmitted pressure at the bottom of a compressionpermeability cell, lbf/ft2

pv vacuum applied, lbf/ft2

px hydraulic pressure at a distance x from medium, Ib^/ft2

p„ vertical solids pressure developed in a compressionpermeability cell, Ib^/ft2

Ape pressuregdrop across cake as defined in Equation (III-6),

Pj. pressure at interface of medium and cake, lbf/ft2

q^ filtrate flow rate as defined in Equation (III-69)#
ft^/sec. ■ " ’

q. value of qv in infinitesimal surface layer cake,1 rt3/(ftSSec.)

qx rate of liquid flow at distance x from medium, ft5/(ft2-sec) 
q^ value of qx at interface of medium and cake, ft^(ft2-sec)

qav average value for qx, ft^/(ft2-sec)
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Tji value of r, in infinitesimal surface layer of cake,1 ftWt^sec)

r apparent rate of solid flow approaching cake surface,
° ftV(ft2-sec)

rx apparent rate of migration of solids at.distance x from medium, ft^/(ft2-sec)

R radius of filter drum, fto
Rm medium resistance, 1/ft.

s mass fraction of solids in the slurry, dimensionless
So specific surface area, ft2/!^

v volume of filtrate, ft^/l^m

w total mass of solids per unit area, lbm/ft2

tonnage capacity of filter as defined in Equation (HI-84) 
tons/(sec-ft)

wY mass of solids per unit area in distance x from medium,

x distance from the medium,.ft.

z distance from drainage base of a compression-permeability 
cell, ft.

Z electrical impedance, ohms
V’ voltage

Greek

05 average specific resistance, ft/lbj^

d Ruth1s average value for 0L uncorrected for variation 
of flow rate, ft/lbm

Or True average specific resistance, ft/lbm
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value of specific resistance at distance x from medium 
where solid compressive pressure is pg, ft/lbm

constant in Equation (III-43)where pg is in Tbf/ft^, 
dimensions meaningless

value of 0tz when Pa = Pj_, dimension meaningless
exponent in Equation (III-40), dimensions meaningless

porosity, dimensionless

porosity in the infinitesimal surface layer, dimension
less

porosity function defined in Equation (lll-7b), dimen
sionless

porosity at distance x from medium, dimensionless
constant in Equation (lll-7b), dimensionless

porosity in layer adjacent to medium, dimensionless

average porosity, dimensionless

average porosity for the portion of cake between medium 
and distance x, dimensionless

porosity function defined in Equation (III-7b), dimen
sionless

time, sec.

transformed variable found in Equation V-18, dimension
less

exponent in Equation (III-7b), dimensions meaningless

coefficient of wall friction defined in Equation (V-16), 
dimensionless

viscosity, Ibjo/Cft.-sec.)

root of Equation (V-18), dimensionless
density of liquid, Ib^/ft^
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P density of slurry, lbm/ft3

P density of solids, Ib^ft^

<f wall frictional force defined in Equation (V-6), Ib^/ft^ 

variable angle, radians

V> one-half of angle of submergence, radians 0 
,1
0 angle of internal friction of cake particles defined 

in Equation (V-5), dimensions meaningless
Ci) angular velocity of drum, radians/sec.
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APPENDIX A

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR ROTARY DRUM FILTRATION 

DATA USED IN CALCULATIONS 

NOMENCLATURE USED IN PROGRAM



SC0MPILE MAD,EXECUTE,PRINT OBJECT,DUMP
180

D (*01  OCT 1965" VERSION) PROGRAM LISTING

 ROTARY FILTRATION  12/03/65 

DIMENSION EPS(AO),EPC(AO),EPSAV(AO),PS(40),PSC(A0),PSE(4C) 
1 QBYN'(AC) ,0X01(40) ,SARE(40) ,XCL(AO)

INTEGER K,TAB,TAB1,COUNT
GC=32.174
PI=3.1415926536 

START "PRINT COMMENT $1$
READ AND PRINT DATA

THIS READS IN THE FOLLOWING DATA
EPSI = POROSITY LN THE SURFACE LAYER OF THE CAKE
EPSO = POROSITY AT 1.0 PSIA
RAMDA = POROSITY EXPONENT
PSUBI = MINIMUM COMPRESSIVE PRESSURE,LB.F/SO.1N.
ALFAO = SPECIFIC FILTRATION RESISTANCE AT 1.0 PSIA
ENYA = SPECIFIC FILTRATION RESISTANCE EXPONENT
RHCL = DENSITY OF LIQUID, LB.M/CU.FT.
RHOS = TRUE DENSITY GF SOLIDS, LB.M/CU.FT.
MU = VISCOSITY OF LIQUID, LB.M/(FT.-SEC.)
BETA = POROSITY-PRESSURE EXPONENT
DRUMR = DRUM RADIUS, FEET
OMEGA = ANGULAR VELOCITY, R.P.M. ___ ___
SUBMR = DRUM SUBMERGENCE, DEGREES
VACU = VACUUM., INCHES MERCURY AT 32 F
RMEDM = MEDIUM RESISTANCE, 1/FEET
S = WEIGHT FRACTION SOLIDS IN SLURRY, DIMENSIONLESS
I N C R = INCREMENTS OF TIME, DIMENSIONLESS

AA=ENYA+BETA  
:A 3 = 1. - A A       

____AC = 1. / AB
AD=-RAMDa/AB 
 AE=1.-ENYA

 _1_ EPS(40)=EPSI
 PVACU=70.727*VACU

FSUB1=144.*?SU3I  
_ BFF=BEE/(144..P.BETA) 

 _ ALFFAO=ALFAO/(144..P.ENYA) 
MIRAT0 = 1.0 + :<HUL*EPSI/(RH0S*(  l.-EPSI) )
PHIO = P I«SL-3MR/360. 
RHOF=l./(S/RhOS+(l.-S)/RH3L)

  l3MEGAS = 2.*PI*0M,EGA/60.    
FiDTIN=2.»PHI0/0MEGAS  

 CEuThE=ENDTIM/INCR 
  '.v-ENEVER DELTHE.G. 1.0, DELTHE = 1.0 

THlTA=0.0 
U1=3C*PVACU/(MU»RMEDM)
NCAR 2 = 0.0 
PRESS0=0.0
G13LD=Q1 

STUART TriETA=THETA+DELTHE
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THROUGH UNO , FOR K=O, 1 , KL. G. 39

WHENEVER THETA.G.ENDTI Mt TRANSFER TO START
PHI=PI*THETA*0MEGA/30.
PRESST = PVACU+RHOF*DRUMR*(COS. (PH IO-PHI)-COS.(PHIO))
PRESS1=MU*Q1*RMEDM/GC
PRESS=PRESST-PRESS1
PSIA=PRESST/144.
WHENEVER PRESS.G.(0.5»PRESST),DELTHE = ENDTIM/I NCR
PSI=PRESS/144.
PS(40)=0.0
X0L(4O)=1.O
EPRESS=EPSO*PSI.P.(-RAMDA)

________________________ SUM=SUM+IEPS(K-2)+EPS(K)+^.*EPS(K-l))/120 ._______________________
DOS E PSAV ( K ) =SUM/XOL ( K )

X0L(K)=K/40.
EPS(K)=EPRESS»(l.-XOL(K)).P.AD

________________________ WHENEVER EPS(K).G.EPSI,EPS(K)=EPSI
UNO PS(K)=PSI»(l.-XOL(K)).P.AC

TAB1=O
LO0P1 SUM=0.0

____________________ THROUGH DOS,FOR K=2,2,K.G.4O

MR AT I 0 = 1. + RHOL*EPS A V G/( RHOS* (1 .-EPS AyG))

E P S A V ( 0 ) = E P S ( 0 ) 
____________________ EPS AV G=E_PSAV (4 0 )________ _____________________ _______________________________

THROUGH TRES.FOR K=1,2,K.G.39
TRES EPSAV(K)=(EPSAV(K+1)+EPSAVIK-1))/2.

AF = S*(MRATIO-1.)/(EPSAVG*(l.-MRATI0*S) )
QIQ1=EPSI*IEPSI-EPSAVG)*AF/(l.-EPSI )+(l.-MIRAT0<tS)/(l.-MRATIO

— 1________*SJ ___________________________________________________
THROUGH QUATRO.FOR K=O,1,K.G.4O

0XQ11K) = 1,-AF* (EPS IK)-EPSAVIK))»XOL(K)
QUATR0 WHENEVER EPS IK).E.EPS I, QXQ1(K)=QIQ1

THROUGH CINCO,FOR K=O,1,K.G.4O
CINCO PSE(K)=(OXQ1(K)-EPS(K))*PSIK ).P.ENYA

SUM=0.0
THROUGH SEITE,FOR K=2,2,K.G.4O

SEITE
________ SUM = SUM+(PSEIK-21+PSEIK)+4.*PSEIK-l ))/120. 

SARE(K)=SUM
COUNT=O
THROUGH OCHO.FOR K=O,2,K.G.4O

PSC(K)=PSI*(1.-SARE(K)/SUM)
EPC(K)=EPSO»PSC(K).P.(-RAMDA)
WHENEVER PSC(K).LE.PSUBI, EPC(K)=EPSI

0CHO
________ D E L T A=E P C ( K ) / E P_S.( K )_________________________________  

WHENEVER DELTA.G.1.01.OR.PELTA.L.0.99, COUNT = COUNT+l
WHENEVER TAB1.G.6, TRANSFER TO COLLEN
WHENEVER COUNT.G.5

THROUGH NUEVE,FOR K=1,2,K.G.39
NUEVE EPC(K)=(EPC(K+1)+EPC(K-1))/2.

THROUGH DIEZ,FOR K=O,1,K.G.4O
PS(K)=PSC(K)

DIEZ EPS(K) = EPC(K)____________________________ '
________________________ TAB 1^1A 81.+1_______ :________________________________________________________

T R ANS F E R _T 0 .LOOP 1
____________________ 0 T H E R WI S E____________________________________________________

COLLEN
___ END.. OF_C.ONDIJI.ONAL__________ ________________________________________________

THROUGH ONCE,FOR K=0 , K . G . 40
______ ONCE_____ ___ QBYW ( K ) =_QXQ1 ( K ) » 11 <^EPSJ K ) ) / I 1 .-EPSAVG )_____________ 

JAY=O.
THR0UGH_D0CE , FOR_K=2,2 , K._G.40___________________________________________



' . . _________ 182______ _ ...
D0CE_  JAY=JAY+(QBYW(K-2)+QBYW(K)4-4.*QBYW(K-JJl/120.

  PRINT FORMAT NAME
VECTOR VALUES NAME =$1HO, S10,28HC0NSTANT PR’ESSU'RE" FI LTR AT I ON 

_____  1 /»$ ' " * ’ ______  
PRINT RESULTS PS IA , Q1, PS I , Q I QI , MRAH 0, MI RATO , J AY, TAB 1 

__ TAB=O  
8A = PRESS.P.AB-AA*FSUBI.P.AB ;_____________

__ BB=PRESS.P.AE - ENYA*FSUB  I. P. AE " 
JACKIE W H E N E V ER T A B . G . 6_,_T R A NSFER TO SONORA  

TAB 1=0 "  _ 
______ HAYNES______DELWC = Q1*DELTHE*S *RHOL/(1.-MRAT I0*S  )________________________

WCAKEO = WCAKE + DELWC "
____________________ 0 E N 0 M=J A Y♦M U * R H 0 S * A L F F A0 *B FF*Q1 _________________________________________  

LCAKE = GC*BA/JDENOM»AB  ) 
WHENEVER PSI.LE.PSUBf

A LPH A = ALFFAO* FSUBI.P.ENYA
' OTHERWISE   „ 

________________ AL PHA=A L F F AO * A E »PRESS/BB
END OF CON DIJI 0 N A L ____________________________________________________
DLPDLL=LC AKE/7DLDP»PRESS )  
DEAVDP=BFF*AB*(PRESS .P.ENYA)*(1.-(1. -EPSAVG)*( PRESS.P.(-BETA) 

1 )/BFF)/BA
____________________ DQ1 DP= ( Q1-Q1 OLD ) nj^RESS-PRESSO)_________________________________________  

:________ DLDP=GC*(PR ESS(-AA) )/DENOM-LCAKE*DQ  1DP/Q1
 ____________________ DEAVDL = DEAVDP/OLD P

QIXQ1=( ( 1.0-MIRAT0»S)/(1.0-MRATl'0*S)  )*(1.0-(  ( 1 .-M I RATO ) * S/ 
1_________ ( 1/-MIR-A"T0* S) )»fEPSI-EPSAVG-LCAKE*bEAVDL)/(  l.-EPSAVG •
2- LLCAKE-LCAKE*S* (1.-MRATI 0)/(EPSAVG* (1.-MRATI0*S )))*   
3________ DEAVDL) )

THROUGH EIN,F0R K=O,1,K.G.4O  
WHENEVER EPS(K).E.EPSI

QXQ1(K) = QIXQ1  
___________________ OTHERWISE

QXQl(K)=1.0-(l.-QIXQl)*(EPS(K)-EPSAV(K)+RAMDA*EPS(K)*
1 DLPDLL)/(EPSI-EPSAVG-LCAKE*DEAVDL)*XOL(K)

END OF CONDITIONAL
EIN QBYW(K)=QXQ1(K)»(l.-EPS(K))/(1.-EPSAVG)

JBIRD=0.0

ZWEI
THROUGH ZWEI,FOR K = 2,2,K.G.4O___________________

JBIRD=JBIRD+(QBYW(K-2)-QBYW(K)+4.*QBYW(K- 1) )/120.
DIFF=.ABS.((JAY-JBIRDI/JBIRD)
JAY=JBIRD
WHENEVER' DIFF.L.0.005.OR.TAB1.G.10, TRANSFER TO TILLER
TAB1=TAB1+1
Q1=GC*PRESST/(MU*(JAY*ALPHA*RHOS*(l.-EPSAVG) ♦LCAKE+RMEDM))
TRANSFER TO HAYNES

TILLER THROUGH DREI,FOR K=O,1,K.G.4O
DREI PSE(K)=(QXQ1(K)-EPS(K))*PS (K).P.ENYA

SUM=0.0
THROUGH VIER,FOR K=2,2,K.G.4O

SUM=SUM+(PSE(K-2)+PSE(K)+4.*PSE(K-l ))/120 •
VIER SARE(K)=SUM

C0UNT=O
THROUGH FUMP,FOR K=O,2,K.G.4O

PSC(K)=PSI*( 1. —SARE(K)/SUM)
WHENEVER PSC(K).LE.PSUBI

____________ EPC (K) =_EPSI___________________________________ 
OTHERWISE

EPC(K)=EPSO*PSC(K).P.(-RAMDA)
END 0F CONDITIONAL



___________________ I83 ____
DELTA=EPC(K)/EPS(K)

FUMP WHENEVER DELTA.G.1.01.OR.DELTA.L.0.99,COUNT=COUNT+1
WHENEVER COUNT.G.7

_____ THROUGH SECHS, FOR K=1,2,K.G.39
SECHS EPC(K)=(EPC(K+1)+EPC(K-1))/2.

THROUGH SIEBEN,FOR K=0,1,K.G.40
PS(K)=PSC(K)

SIEBEN EPS(K)=EPC(K)
SUM=0.0
THROUGH ACHT,FOR K=2,2,K.G.4O

SUM= SUM+(EPS(K-2)+EPS(K)+4.*EPS(K-l))/120.
ACHT EPSAV(K)=SUM/XOL(K)

THROUGH NEUN,FOR K=1,2,K.G.39
NEUN EPSAV(K)=(EPSAV(K+l)+EPSAV(K—1))/2.

EPSAVG=EPSAV(4O)
MRATI0=1.+RHOL*EPSAVG/(RHOS»(l.-EPSAVG) }
TAB=TAB+1
Q1=GC*PRESST/(MU*(JAY*ALPHA*RHOS* (1.-EPSAVG)*LCAKE

1 +RMEDM))
TRANSFER TO JACKIE

OTHERWISE
END OF CONDITIONAL

SONORA PRINT COMMENT $ ROTARY DRUM FILTRATION $
PRINT RESULTS THETA,PRESS,LCAKE,JAY
PRINT RESULTS DEAVDL,ALPHA,QI,DVDL,MRATI 0,QIXQ1,EPSAVG,TAB
WCAKE=WCAKEO
PRINT RESULTS TAB1,WCAKE
Q1=GC*PRESST/(MU»(JAY*ALPHA*WCAKE+RMEDM) )
PRESSO=PRESS
Q1OLD=Q1
TRANSFER TO STUART
END OF PROGRAM

HE FOLL0WING NAMES HAVE OCCURRED ONLY 0NCE IN THIS PROGRAM. 
OMPILATION WILL CONTINUE.

ALFAO *016
BEE *015
DRUMR *032
DVDL *166
SUBMR *018
VACU *013
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TABLE III

DATA USED IN ROTARY

DRUM FILTRATION PROGRAM

The nomenclature used in the rotary drum filtration 

program may be found by referring to the program given in 

this appendix. The constants tiised for talc, supercel, and 

Hong Kong pink kaolin are listed below.

Talc Super Cel Hong Kong Pink Kaolin

epsi h; 0.903 ' O'.896 0.72

EPSO &o 0.860 0.875 0.695

RAMDA 0.054 0.0104 0.0586

PSUBI 0.4 0.1 0.6

ALFAO <, 7 8.66 x IO10 3.22 1.01

ENYA 0.506 0.137 0.332

RHOL 62.4 62.4 62.4

RHOS 166.8 124.6 166.

MU 0.001 0.001 0.001

BETA 0.203 0.0442 0.095

RMEDM 2.00 x IO10 2.00 x IO10 2.00 x IO10



APPENDIX B

RUTH PROGRAM FOR ROTARY DRUM FILTRATION

PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING THE COEFFICIENTS FROM

CONSTANT PRESSURE DATA

GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION FOR CURVEFIT

RESULTS FROM CALCULATIONS



SC0MPILE MAD,EXECUTE,PRINT OBJECT,DUMP 
186 —

D (01 0CT_L965 VERSION) PROGRAM LISTING  
  

 
 

._RUTH PROGRAM FOR ROTARY,DRUM FILTRATION WITH CORREC-
_  _TION FOR HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE OF SLURRY 

 DIMENSION THETA (20) ,V(20) , PH I (20) ,A( 10) , 
INTEGER I, IN C R L
PI =3.1415926536   _________________________________________

START PR.I NT_C0MMENT $ 1 $:
READ AND. PRINT DATA . _ 

THIS READS„IN THE FOLLOWING DATA  
 RHOL = DENSITY OF LIQUID,LB.M/CU.FT.

RH0S = TRUE DENSITY.OF SOLIDS„LB.MZCU.FT.
M U = V ISC0SITY„OF LI Q U I D_L B ._M / ( FT.-SEC. )
VACU =_VACUUM, INCHES MERCURY AT 32 F
D R U M R _ =_D RUM RADIUS, FEET_____________________________________________
OMEGA^-ANGULAR VELOCITY, R.P.M.
SUBMR=DRUM_SUBMERGENCE,.DEGREES  
RMEDM—=_MEDIUM RESISTANCE, .l/FEET 
S= WEIGHT FRACTI ON.JSOLJ.DS_JN SLURRY, DIMENSIONLESS
INCR = INCREMENTS OF TIME,_DIMENSIONLESS:

P V A C U=7 0.7 2.7 » V A C U  
•P H 1.0 = P I * S U B.M R / 36 0_. __________________________

RHOF = 1./ LS/RHOS+( 1 .-.SJZRHOL) ____________________
0 M EG A S = 2_. *_P_L»  0MEGA /_6 0_. :________________
E N D.T I M = 2 . * P H I 0 / 0 M E G A S  
D E L TH E = E N D TI M/.I NCR  
DELPHI=2.*PHI0/INCR  
DP.CAKE = P VACU+RH0F »DRUMR*  ( S IN . ( P.H 10.) /.PH IOCCOS. ( pH I.OJJ 
EP„SAVG= ( ( (A15J_*DPCAKE+A (.4 ).L*DP.CAKE±A.L3JJ*DP.C  AKE+A(_2JJ *DP.CAKE+  

]_________ A.tJJ
ALPHA_=( ( ( BL5) *DPCAKE  + BC4) j»DPCAKE-f-B.(.3.)J*DP_CAKE  + B_L2hk»DPCAKE+  

1_________ B (1.)
MRAT 10 = 1. +RH0L*EPSAVG/  (RHOS» (1 .-EP.SAVGU  
PR I.N T_R ESULT S_A LPHA.EPSAV G  
PRJ.N T__ RESULTS.DPCAKE,MRAT 1.0 ............. ..............................................
A A =A L RH A*.M  U * S *R  HO L * 0 M EGA SZ ( 64.348« (1 .-M RATIO*S)  )  
BB=RMEDM*0MEGAS*MUZ.32 .1.7.4 : ,____________________
A B=B B L ( 2 . * A A)  
C=DPCAKE/AA _ :____

___THROUGH_0NE,_FOR_I = l,.l, L.G. INC.R _____________________
A N G L E=D E L P H I * L !_____________________
THETA (IJ =D.ELTHE*J  

_______________________ PHI (I) = ANGLE  
ONE V.l.I) =-AB+SQRT..( AB*AB+ANGLE»C  ) 

PRINT_C0MMENT_$0 RUTH PR0GRAM_ _$  
PRINT. COMMENT _$0 TIME' F ILTRATE PHI_. $  
PRINT C 0 M M E N T_ $S E C 0N D S______ C U. ETZ. S Q. FT.R A DIA N S $___  
P R LN T_C 0 M M E NJ_$ 0 $ __________________
;THROUGH TWO,_FOR I = 1,1,1.G.I NCR

TWO  PRINT FORMAT. ANSWR, _THET A ( I ) , V ( I ) , PH I ( I )   
 VECTOR VALUES ANSWR.= $1H_, S9, F7.3 , S6, F_8.6.,_SJ., E_7_.5*$ _
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TRANSFER TO START   
END OF PROGRAM 

  
rE"F-0LL0~WING NAMES”hAVE. OCCURRED"ONLY ONCE" IN~FhTS "PROGRAM^ ~
iMPILATION_WILL__CONTINUE.  __________________

DRUMR *013  
OMEGA  *009  " ■ "
R M E DM * 0 2 0 ________
SUBMR *007  
VACU *006
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$COMPILE MAD,EXECUTE,PRINT OBJECT,DUMP  

MAD—(01—0CT_1965 VERSION) PROGRAM LISTING . 

  

____________________ DIMENSION DPCAKEl 100) , EPSAVG ( 100 ) ,EPSC AL ( 100 ), ALPHA ( 100 ) ,ALFC
1_AL(IGO),AISS(10),BISS(10) 
  INTEGER I ,N  ____________________________

~ ~. . . . . fH I S—PR0GRAM DETERM I NES^THE C0 EF F I C I E“NTS~US’ED^TN
 "  ’ CALCULATING THE AVERAGE POROSITY AND THE ALPHA FROM

' ^EXPERIMENTAL 0R CALC U L A TED CONSTANT PRESSURE DATA .... .

BEGIN READ AND PRINT DATA  

~ TH IS ”‘RE A D S’ I N’"T H E’ A VERAG’E^POROSITY D A’fA 
N = NUMBER OF EQUALLY SPACED DATA TO BE FITTED
DPCAKE = PRESSURE,P -Pl, ACROSS CAKE, LB.’F/SQ.FT. 
EPSAVG = AVERAGE P’OROSITY’ OF FILTER CAKE

E X E C U T E E G A U S S ’.’ ( ATS S , N , 5 , D P C A K E , E P S A V G ) 
READ AND PRINT DATA

 
........... fHl S~RErDS’~l’N~TH~E~~AL PHA ’DATA............

_________________________ ALPHA = SPECIFIC CAKE RESISTANCE, FT./LB.M_______________________

EXECUTE EGAUSSUl BISS,N, sTbPUAKE,ALPHA) 
THROUGH FI GUR, FOR I = 1, 1, I .G . N 

PRESS=DPCAKE(I) 
EPSCALt f) = (((AlSS(5)♦PRESS+AISS(A))*PRESS  + AISS(3))*PRESS  + 

1___________ A I S S ( 2 ) ) * P R E S S + A I S S ( f)
FIGUR ALFCAL(I) = (((BISS(5)*PR ’ESS+BISS(4))*PRESS  + BISS(3))»PRESS +

____________________ 1_________________ BISS (’2 ) )*PRE SS + B ISSJJJ____________________________________  
P RINT CO MM E N T_$ 0 "COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERT 

1 MENTAL VALUES_$  
PRI NT CO MM E N T_$ PRESSURE POROSITY

1 CAKE RESISTANCE $
PRI NT COMMENT $ LB/SQ.FT. CALCUL. EXPERIT. CALC

____________________ 1_U LAT ED.____ EXPERTMENTAL $__________________________________________________  
PR I NT COMMENT $0$ .___________
THROUG_H L AS T , FOR_I = 1, 1, I. G ._N  

LAST PRINT FORMAT OUT, DPCAKE(I),EPSCAL(I),EPSAVG(I),ALFCAL(I),ALP 
1 HA(I )

VECTOR VALUES OUT = $S11,F7.2,F10.5,F9.5,S1,2E12.5 *$
_______________________ TR.ANSFER T0 BEGI________________  

___ END OF PROGRAM_______________________________________________________________
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tCOMMLE MAD,EXECUTE,PRINT OBJECT,DUMP  

AD (01 OCT 1965 VERSION*)  PROGRAM LISTING . . . 

 

GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION FOR CURVEFIT

DEFINITION GF SYMBOLS
NDATA IS THE NUMBER OF DATA SETS (MAXIMUM ALLOWED

' FOR IS 100)
NTERMS IS THE NUMBER OF TERMS , THAT IS NTERMS MINUS

ONE IS THE DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL FIT DESIRED

EXTERNAL FUNCTI ON(COEFF,NDATA,NTERMS,X,Y)
ENTRY TO EGAUSS.
INTEGER I, J,K,NDATA,NTERMS.
DIMENSION A(56,DIX),B(7),C(800,TRIX),YCAL(100)
VECTOR VALUES DIX=2,1,8
VECTOR VALUES TRIX=2,1,8 , -
EXECUTE ZERO.(A(1,1)...A(NTERMS,NTERMS+1))
THROUGH DOS , FOR I = 1,1,I.G.NDATA
C ( I , 1) = 1.0
THROUGH TRES , FOR J=2,1,J.G.NTERMS

TRES C ( I , J ) = C( I,J-1)*X(I )
DOS C( I ,NTERMS + 1) = Y(I)

THROUGH CUARTO , FOR K=1,1,K.G.NTERMS
THROUGH CUARTO , FOR I = 1,1,I.G.NTERMS+1
THROUGH CUARTO , FOR J=1,1,J.G.NDATA

CUARTO A(K,I) =C(J,I)*C(J,K)+A(K,I)
THROUGH CINCO,FOR I = 1, 1,I.G.NTERMS
WHENEVER A( I , I).E.0.0
K=I + 1
TRANSFER TO PR0XO
OTHERWISE

OTRAV THROUGH SIES ,F0R J=NTERMS+1,-1,J.L.I
SIES A(I,J) = A(I,J)/A(1,1)

END OF CONDITIONAL
WHENEVER I.E.NTERMS , TRANSFER TO MAS
THROUGH CINCO , FOR K = NTERMS,-1,K.E. I
THROUGH CINCO , FOR J=NTERMS+1,-1,J.L.I
A(K,J) = A(K,J) - A(K,I)*A(I ,J)

CINCO CONTINUE
MAS THROUGH SIETE , FOR K=NTERMS,-1,K.L.2

THROUGH SIETE , FOR I=1,1,I.E.K
THROUGH SIETE , FOR J=NTERMS+1,-1,J.L.K

SIETE A(I,J) = A(I,J) -A(K,J)*A(I,K)
THROUGH OCHO , FOR I=1,1,I.G.NTERMS

OCHO COEFFCI) =A(I,NTERMS+1)
THROUGH DOCE, FOR J=1,1,J.G.NDATA
SUMY = COEFF(1)
THROUGH ONCE, FOR I=2,1,I.G.NTERMS /

ONCE SUMY = SUMY + COEFF(I)*X (J).P.(I—1) /
DOCE YCAL(J) = SUMY

PRINT RESULTS NTERMS, COEFF(1)...COEFF(NTERMS)
THROUGH TRECE, FOR J=1,1,J.G.NDATA

TRECE PRINT FORMAT ANSWR,X(J), Y(J), YCAL(J)
VECTOR VALUES ANSWR = $S10,E14.5,S3,E14.5,S3,E14.5*$



_____ PR0X0

___ _____________ 190—
FUNCTION RETURN _____________ __
WHENEVER AIK,I).E.0.0 _________________ _
K = K + l
TRANSFER T0 ULTIMO
OTHERWISE
THROUGH NUEVE , FOR J=1»1,J•G.NTERMS
TEMP = A(I,J)

____ _  A(I,J)=A(K,J)
NUEVE AIK,J) = TEMP

TRANSFER TO OTRAV
END OF CONDITIONAL

ULTIMO WHENEVER K.LE.NTERMS , TRANSFER TO PROX0
PRINT COMMENT $ ** YOU -GOOFED NO SOLUTION TO IT **$
ERROR RETURN
END OF FUNCTION



TABLE IV
RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS FROM
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RUTH PROGRAM

TIME RADIANS
V

CU.FT./SQ.FT

8 ’.2094 .00835

16 .4189 .01465

24 .6283 .01985

32 .8378 .02445

40 T.0472 *.02855

48 1.2566 .03235

56 1.4661 .03595
64 1.6755 -.03925

72 1.8849 .04275

80 2.0944 .04625

The above calculations were made of ten per cent talc

slurry at 5 p.s.l. with an eight foot diameter drum. The

results of these calculations are plotted In Figure III-8.



APPENDIX 0

CALCULATIONS FOR KELVIN RHEOLOGICAL MODEL



$COMPILE MAD,EXECUTE,PRINT OBJECT,DUMP
—-------193

 MAD (01 OCT 1965 VERS'lON) PROGRAM'LL I STI NG 
 

 

 CALCULATIONS FOR KELVIN RHE0L0GICAL MODEL
 

DIMENSION HEAD(12),THETA(200),LCAKE(200),DELTA(200),D(200)  
 " INTEGER HEAD,I,N

START  READ FORMAT HEADNG, HE AD ( 1) . . . HE AD ('12 )
 ' _  VECTOR VALUES HEADNG=$12A6*$

PRINT COMMENT $.1$ 
________READ DATA

PRINT FORMAT HEADNG, HEAD(1). HEAD(12J  
DDIFF = DLDIAL-LCAKE(1) ~ ,
THROUGH END, FOR I = 1,1,I.G.N __

DI F F=DL DI AL-LC AK E ( I )  
DELTA(I-1)=DIFF-DDIFF 
D(I)=DIFF‘  

________ END _______ DDI FF=D I FF 
______________________ J HR0 U G H FIN A L, f0 R I = 1,1,I.G.N_______  

FINAL________ PRINT FORMAT ANSWR, THETA(I),D (1),DELTA(I )_____________
VECTOR VALUES-ANSWR=$S10,3E'l4.5*$

______________________ EXECUTE_ZERO^LTHETA_( 0) . .".THETA ( 20"0‘> )_________________________________  
E X E C U T E _Z E R 0 . ( L C A KE("b) . . .LCAKE(200) )

 TRANSFER J0_START ____________ __________________________________________  
END OF PROGRAM 

 
___  
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SOLKA FL0C (ALPHA CELLULOSE) XVI 1-1-63 ___
_________________. 3 0 0 0 0 E - 0 2_____ . 2 7 9 3 2 E_O 2____-. 2 4 0 0 0 E 0 O________________

.40000E-02 .27692E 02 -.96000E 00

.50000E-02 .26732E 02 -.29000E 00

.60000E-02 .26442E 02 -.70000E 00 ' '•

.70000E-02 .2574-2E 02 -.10000E 00

.80000E-02 .25642E 02 -.15000E 00

.90000E-02 .25492E 02 -.16000E 00
1.00000E-02 .25332E 02 -.16000E 00

. 11OOOE-O1 .25172E 02 -.13000E 00

.12000E-01 .25042E 02 -.13000E 00

.13000E-01 .24912E' 02 -1.00000E-01

.14OOOE-O1 .24812E 02 -.90000E-01

. 15OOOE-O1 .24722E 02 -.90000E-01
s .16000E-01 .24632E 02 -.80000E-01

.17000E-01 .24552E 02 -.80000E-01

. 18000E-0 1 . 2 4 4 7 2 E_ 0 2 - .50000E-01

. 19000E-01 .24422E 02 -.70000E-01

.20000E-01 .24352E 02 •-.50000E-01

.21000E-01 .24302E 02 -.40000E-01

.22000E-01 .24262E 02 . -.50000E-01

.23000E-01 .24212E 02 -.50000E-01

.24000E-01 .24162E 02 -.40000E-01

.25000E-01 .24122E 02 -.40000E-01

.26000E-01 .24082E 02 -.40000E-01

.27000E-01 .24042E 02 -.30000E-01

.28000E-01 .24012E 02 -.30000E-01

.29000E-01 .23982E 02 -.30000E-01

.30000E-01 .23952E 02 -.30000E-01

.31000E-01 .23922E 02 -.20000E-01

.32000E-01 .23902E 02 -.30000E-01

.33000E-01 .23872E 02 -.20000E-01

.34000E-01 .23852E 02 -.30000E-01

.35000E-01 .23822E 02 -.90000E-01

.40000E-01 .23732E 02 -.14000E 00

.50000E-0L .23592E 02 -.90000E-01

.60000E-01 .23502E 02 -.51000E 00

.30000E 00 .22992E 02 -.13000E 00

.64000E 00 .22862E 02 -.90000E-01

.10000E 01 .22772E 02 -.70000E-01

.15000E 01 .22702E 02 -.50000E-01

.20000E 01 .22652E 02 -.40000E-01

.25000E 01 .22612E 02 -.30000E-01

.30000E 01 .22582E 02 -.49999E-02

.40000E 01 .22577E 02 -.50001E-02

.50000E 01 .22572E 02 -.49999E-02

.60000E 01 .22567E 02 -.30000E-02

.70000E 01 .22564E 02 -.20001E-02

.80000E 01 .22562E 02 -.20000E-01

.90000E 01 .22542E 02 -.30000E-01
________________ .JLOOOOE 02

  

.22512E 02 . 18845E-36
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.OLKA FLOC (ALPHA CELLULOSE) XVI 1-1-130
.50000E-01 .27056E 02 .OOOOOE 00
.60000E-01 .27056E 02 -.16000E 00

..61000E-01 .26896E 02 -.60000E 00
.62000E-01 .26296E 02 -.70000E-0L
.63000E-01 .26226E 02 -.30000E 00
.64000E-01 .25926E 02 -.36000E 00
.65000E-01 .25566E 02 -.26000E 00
.66000E-01 .25306E 02 -.34000E 00
.67000E-01 .24966E 02 -.38000E 00
.68000E-01 .24586E 02 -.42000E 00
.69000E-01 .24166E 02 -.33000E 00
.70000E-01 .23836E 02 -.29000E 00
.71000E-01 .23546E 02 -.19000E 00
.72000E-01 .23356E 02 -.16000E 00
.73000E-01 .23196E 02 -.19000E 00
.74000E-01 • .23006E 02 -.28000E 00
.75000E-01 .22726E 02 1.00000E-02
.76000E-01 .22736E 02 -.70000E-01
.77000E-01 .22666E 02 -.50000E-01
.78000E-01 .22616E 02 -l.OOOOOE-Ol
.79000E-01 .22516E 02 -.50000E—01
.80000E-01. .22466E 02 -.70000E-01
.81000E-01 .22396E 02 -.40000E-01
.82000E-01 .22356E 02 -.60000E-01
.830X)0E-01 .22296E 02 -.19000E 00
.84000E-01 ' .22106E 02 -.17000E 00
.85000E-01 .21936E 02 -.21000E 00
.86000E-01 .21726E 02 -.20000E 00
.87000E-01 .21526E 02 -.48000E 00
.88000E-01 .21046E 02 -.32000E 00
.89000E-01 .20726E 02 -.20000E 00
.90000E-01 .20526E 02 -.13000E 00
.91000E-01 .20396E 02 -l.OOOOOE-Ol
.92000E-01 .20296E 02 -.23000E 00
.93000E-01 .20066E 02 -1.00000E-02
.94000E-01 .20056E 02 -.80000E-01
.95000E-01 .19976E 02 -.16000E 00
.96000E-01 .L9816E 02 -.11000E 00
.97000E-01 .19706E 02 -.11000E 00
.98000E-01 .19596E 02 -.14500E 00
.99000E-01 .19451E 02 -.11000E 00

l.OOOOOE-Ol .19341E 02 .OOOOOE 00
.1O1OOE 00 .19341E 02 -l.OOOOOE-Ol
.10200E 00 .19241E 02 -.19500E 00
.10300E 00 .19046E 02 -.55000E-01
.10400E 00 .18991E 02 -.65000E-01
.10500E 00 .18926E 02 -.60000E-01 .
.10600E 00 .18866E 02 -.90000E-01
.10700E 00 .18776E 02 -.80000E-01
.10800E 00 .18696E 02 -.85000E-01
.10900E 00 .18611E 02 -.65000E-01
.11000E 00 .18546E 02 -.70000E-01
.11100E 00 .18476E 02 -.50000E-01
.11200E 00 .18426E 02 -.20000E-01
.11300E 00 .18406E 02 -.30000E-01
.11400E 00 .18376E 02 -.60000E-01
.11500E 00 .18316E 02 -.65000E-01
.11600E 00 .18251E 02 -.45000E-01



 ,11700E00 .18206E 02 -.40000E-01
------- 196------

 .11800E00 .18166E 02 -.30000E-01
,11900E_ 00____ _.18136E_ 02 -.50000E-01____________

..15600E_00¥_16686E_02-1„. 00000E-02 

.12000E 00 .18086E 02 -.50000E-01

.12100E 00 .18036E 02 -.40000E-01

.12200E 00 .17996E 02 40000E-01 ■___________________________
 .12300E00 .17956E 02 -.40000E-01

 .12400E00 .17916E 02 -.40000E-01
.12500E 00 .17876E 02 -.30000E-01

 .12600E00 .17846E 02 -.45000E-01
.12700E 00 .17801E 02 -.35000E-01
.12800E 00 .17766E 02 -.15000E-01
.12900E 00 .17751E 02 -.70000E-01
.13000E 00 .17681E 02 -.55000E-01
.13100E 00 .17626E 02 -.50000E-01
.13200E 00 .17576E 02 -.40000E-01
.13300E 00 .17536E 02 -.40000E-01
.13400E 00 .17496E 02 -.40000E-01
.13500E 00 .17456E 02 -.50000E-01
.13600E 00 .17406E 02 -.40000E-01
.13700E 00 .17366E 02 -.40000E-01
.13800E 00 .17326E 02 -.40000E-01
.13900E 00 .17286E 02 -.70000E-01
.14000E 00 .17216E 02 -.90000E-01 -
.14200E 00 . .17126E 02 -.50000E-01
.14300E 00 .17076E 02 -.40000E-01
.14400E 00 .17036E 02 -.40000E-01
.14500E 00 - .16996E 02 -.40000E-01 •
.14600E 00 .16956E 02 -.40000E-01
.14700E 00 .16916E 02 -.30000E-01
.14800E 00 .16886E 02 -.50000E-01
.14900E J)0 .16836E 02 -.30000E-01
.15000E 00 .16806E 02 -.30000E-01
.15100E 00 .16776E 02 -.20000E-01
.15200E 00 .16756E 02 -.20000E-01
.15300E 00 .16736E 02 -.20000E-01
.15400E 00 .16716E 02 -1.00000E-02
.155OOE 00 .16706E 02 -.20000E-01 1

. 15700E_00_____ . 16676E_02___ 20000E-01________________________________________

.15800E 00 __ .16656E_0 2__ -1.OOOOOE-O2_____________________________________

.15900E 00 .16646E 02 -1 .OOOOOE-O2________________

.16000E 00 .16636E 02 ___ 2 0 0 0 0 E- 01________________________________________

.16100E 00 .16616E 02 -1 .OOOOOE-02

.16200E 00 .16606E 02 -1 .OOOOOE-O2_____________________________________

.16300E 00 .16596E 02 -1.00000E-02_____________________________________

.16400E 00 .16586E 02 .OOOOOE 00-

. 16500E_00. 16586E_02-.40000E-01

.17000E_00 16546E._02- . 3000.0E-01

. 17500E_00. 1651-6E_02-.20000E-01:

. 18000E_00..16496E_02- . 3000.0E-01

.18500E 00 ■ .16466E 02 __ -.40000E-01_____________________________________

.19000E_00__ __ . 16426E 02 -.20000E-01_____________________________________

.19500E_00__ .16406E 02 ___ -.70000E.00_____________________________________

.40000E 00 __ .15706E. 02 -. i- o o o o e o o^_______________ :___________________
 .60000E_00__.15606E 02 -. 19 0 0 0 E 0 0_____________________________________

.80000E_00__ .15416E 02 -.4 0000 E_- 01_____________________________________

.10000E 01 .15376E 02 -.40000E-01

.^2500E 01 .15336E 02 -.40000E-01 •

.15000E 01 .15296E 02 _r•3 0 0 0 0 E-01_____________________________________



17500E 01 .15266E 02 -.27000E-01
—___ 197 —.

20000E 01 .15239E 02 -.45000E-01
25000E 01 .15194E 02 -.53000E-01
30000E 01 .15141E 02 -.70000E-02
35000E 01 .15134E 02 -.35000E-01
40000E 01 .15099E 02 -.13000E-01
45000E 01 .15086E 02 10000E-01
50000E 01 .15076E 02 .18845E-36
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J0LKA FL0C (ALPHA CELLULOSE) XVI 1-1-65

.40000E-02 .31645E 02 -.24000E 01

.50000E-02 .29245E 02 -.28400E 01

.60000E-02 .26405E 02 -.44000E 00

.70000E-02 .25965E 02 -.12000E 00

.80000E-02 .25845E 02 -.25000E 00

.90000E-02 .25595E 02 -.16000E 00
1.00000E-02 .25435E 02 -.18000E 00
. 1LOOOE-O1 .25255E 02 -.15000E 00
.12000E-01 .25105E 02 -.13000E 00
.13000E-01 .24975E 02 -.12000E 00
.14000E-01 .24855E 02 -.11000E 00

' .15000E-01 .24745E 02 -.11000E 00
.16000E-01 .24635E 02 -.90000E-01
.17000E-01 .24545E 02 -.10500E 00
•18000E-01 .24440E 02 -.75000E-01
. 19000E-01 .24365E 02 -.90000E-01

X .20000E-01 .24275E 02 -.90000E-01
.21000E-01 .24185E 02 -.90000E-01 •

.22000E-01 .24095E 02 -.70000E-01
..23000E-01 .24025E 02 -.60000E-01
.24000E-01 .23965E 02 -.80000E-01
.25OOOE-O1 .23885E 02 -.70000E-01
.26000E-01 .23815E 02 -.50000E-01
.27000E-01 .23765E 02 -.60000E-01
.28000E-0L .23705E 02 -.50000E-01
.29000E-01 .23655E 02 -.50000E-01
.30000E-01 .23605E 02 -.60000E-01

_______ - . 310 0 0 E- 01_____ .23545E 02 ___ 50000E-01_________
.32000E-01 .23495E 02 -.40000E-01

________________ ..3 3000 E-0.1____ _.23455E_02____ -.40000E-01______
________________ .34000E-01 .23415E 02 -.40000E-01
________________ .35000E-01____ .23375E 02 ___ -.40000Er01____ _
________________ . 36000E-01______.23335E_02____ -.30000E-01______
__________________.37000E-Al____ _.23305E_02____ r_. 30000E-01______

.38000E-01 .23275E 02 -.30000E-01
________________ . 3.9 0 0 0 EtO 1_____ .23245E 02 -.40000E-01
________________ .40000E-01 _.23205E_02____ r_. 3 0 0.0 0 E - 01______

.41000E-01 .23175E 02 -.20000E-01

.42000E-01 .23155E 02 -.20000E-01

.43000E-01 .23135E 02 " -.30000E-01 •

.44000E-01 _.23105E 02 -.20000E-01 ___________ V

.45000E-01 .23085E.02 ___ -.20000E-01______

.46000E-01 .23065E 02 -.20000E-01

.47000E-01 .23045E 02 -.20000E-01

.48000E-01 .23025E 02 ■ -.20000E-01

.49000E-01 .23005E 02 -1.00000E-02

.50000E-01 .22995E 02 -.30000E-01

.51000E-01 .22965E 02 -.20000E-01
________________ .52000E-01______.22945E_02.___-. 2 0 0 0 0 Er 0.1______

_ 53000E-01___ 1 .22925E 02 -.20000E-01
.54000E-01 .22905E 02 _^1.00000E-02______

■___________55000E-01_______ .22895E 02 __ :_-.50000E-01______
.60000E-01 _.22845E_02____-.60000E-01______
.65000E-01 .22785E 02 -.50000E-01

________________ .JOOOOErOl______,227 35E_02____ r_.50000E-01______
.75000E-01 .22685E 02 -.30000E-01
.80000E-01 .22655E 02 -.35000E-01
.85000E-01 .22620E 02 -.25000E-01



.90000E-01 " .22595E 02 -.20000E-01

.95000E-01 .22575E 02 -.30000E-01

ALLINPUT DATA HAVE BEENPR0CESSED.
AT LOCATION 11550 



APPENDIX D

COMPUTER OUTPUT OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS



JCOMPILE MAD,EXECUTE,PRINT OBJECT,DUMP 
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D (01 OCT 1965 VERSION) PROGRAM LISTING... ... ... 

 

.P RO GRAM FOR CALCULATING POROSITY AND ALPHA

DI MENS ION MAT ( 6 ) , THET A ( 100 ) , LZ ( 100 ) , FL 0W (100 )", EP SLON ( 100 ) ,
1 ALPHA(100),LCAKE(100) 

INTEGER I ,J,MAT,N,MAXNO,TEMPER 
. START PRINT COMMENT $1$

READ FORMAT NAME, MAT(1)...MAT(6) 
VECTOR VALUES NAME = $6C6*$

___________________ READ ^DATA ___ ______________ ________________________________________________

.....'THIS r'eads in the'following data" 
FORCE = WEIGHT APPLIED TO COMPRESS CAKE FOR EACH RUN, LB.F 
WCAKE'= WEIGHT OF DRY CAKE, GRAMS 
RHOS = TRUE "SOL'IDS DENSITY, LB.M/CU.FT; 
RHOL = LIQUID DENSITY, LB.M/CU.FT.
TEMPER= AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, DEGREES F
Vise"' = LIQUID VISCOSITY, CP
DLDIAL= FINAL'CAKE HEIGHT PLUS FINAL DIAL REA'D'ING, MM
DPRESS= HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE', INCHES WATER
N = NUMBER 0F" PERTg'DS DUR'lNG RUN
THETA = TIME' PERIODS DURING RUN, SECOND'S
FLOW = P'E'RMEATION, CC/SEC 
LCAKE = DI AL READING, MM

VSO'C^WCAK E * RH 0 lTRHOS
D E L P = 5.2» DPRESS , 
AFACTR=32.174*DELP/ (.000672* VISC*RHOS)  
THROUGH ALEF, FOR I = 1,1,'I . G . N

D ELH=DLDIAL-LCAKE(I )
VCAKE=2.074738*DELH
POROS=1.-VS0L/VCAKE
EPSL"ON("I")"=P0ROS
LZ( I )=DELH/25.4 
Z=DELH/304.8
QUE = FL0W( D/632.52331
WHENEVER QUE.E.O.O, TRANSFER TO ALEF 
ALPHA(I)=AFACTR/(QUE*Z*(1.-POR0S)  ) 
F"LO'w'(O)'=QUE  

ALEF CONTINUE
PRINT FORMAT TITLE, MAT(1)...MAT(6),WCAKE,RHOS,TEMPER,VISC,

1 RHOL
VECTOR VALUES TITLE = $1H1,S27,26H EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM, 

'1 /,S22,38H COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TEST I NG,/,18H0 M
2 ATERIAL - ,6C6,7',21H " CAKE WEIGHT = F7.4, 19H GRAMS (DRY
3 WEIGHT),/,21H SOLID DENS. = F5.1,12H LB.M/CU.FT.,/,21H
4 ' TEMPERATURE =' 12,2H F,/,21H VISCOSITY " = F6.4,4H
5 CP.,/,21H  LIQ. DENS. = F5.1,12H LB.M/CU.FT. *$

________________ PRINT CO MME NT_iO$ J J2
P RINTJl ESULTS_F ORC E ' ______________________________________
 MAXN0=40
WHENEVER FLOW(0).E.0.0, TRANSFER TO POONLY  
PRINT_C0MMENT $0_ TIME-SEC THICKNESS FLOW RATE PORO"



1 SITY SPEC. CAKE $
PRINT COMMENT $ INCHES CC/SEC $
PRINT COMMENT $0$
THROUGH UM, FOR 1=1, 1, I.G.N
WHENEVER I.LE.MAXNO, TRANSFER TO UMM
PRINT COMMENT $1 EXPERIMENTAL RESUL

1 TS FROM $
PRINT COMMENT $ COMPRESS ION-PERMEAB ILITY

1 CELL TESTING $
PRINT COMMENT $ (CONTINUED)

1 $
MAXN0=MAXN0+50
PRINT COMMENT $0$
PRINT COMMENT $0 TIME-SEC THICKNESS FLOW RATE P0RO

1 SITY SPEC. CAKE $
PRINT COMMENT $ INCHES CC/SEC $
PRINT COMMENT $0$

UMM WHENEVER FLOWlD.E.O .0
PRINT FORMAT ANSWR2, THETA(I),LZ(I),EPSLON( I)

OTHERWISE
PRINT FORMAT ANSWR1, THETA(I),LZ(I),FLOW(I),EPSLON(I),ALPHA(I)
VECTOR VALUES ANSWR1 = $ S7,F8.1,S4,F6.4,S5,F8.6,S4,F6.4 , S3,

1 El2.5 *$
VECTOR VALUES ANSWR2 = $ S7,F8.1,S4,F6.4,S17,F6.4 *$

UM END OF CONDITIONAL
TRANSFER TO ULTIMO

PO0NLY PRINT COMMENT $0 TIME-SEC THICKNESS POROSITY $
PRINT COMMENT $ INCHES $
PRINT COMMENT $0$
THROUGH EN, FOR 1=1, 1,I.G.N
WHENEVER I.LE.MAXNO, TRANSFER TO EN
PRINT COMMENT $1 EXPERIMENTAL RESUL

1 TS FROM $
PRINT COMMENT $ COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY

1 CELL TESTING $
PRINT COMMENT $ (CONTINUED)

1 . $
MAXN0=MAXN0+50
PRINT COMMENT $0$

EN PRINT FORMAT ANSWR3, THETA(I),LZ(I),EPSLON(I)
VECTOR VALUES ANSWR3 = $ S7,F8.1,S4,F6.4,S5,F6.4 *$

ULTIMO EXECUTE ZERO.(FL0W(O )...FL0W(100))
TRANSFER TO START
END OF PROGRAM

E F0LL0WING NAMES HAVE 0CCURRED ONLY ONCE IN THIS PROGRAM. 
MPILATI0N WILL C ONTI NUE. ______________________________________________________

  
OLD I~AL ~~* O 11
D P R E S S- * 0 0 8 " _____________________
FORCE*025   
T E M P E R*0  2 2 .____________
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM ______

COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING 

  MATERIAL - "S0LKA>LOC" (ALPHA CELLULOSE)
 CAKE WEIGHT = 14.4362 GRAMS (DRY WEIGHT) 

SOLID DENS. = 95.8 LB.M/CU.FT. 
_____ TEMPERATURE*  = 73 F 
___ —VISCOSITY  =  .9410 CP.

LIQ. DENS. = 62.3 LB.M/CU.FJ.~

 

 FORCE = 25.300000 ______________
  

TIME-SEC TH"lCKNESS FLOW R"ATE POROSTtY SP~E~C7~C^AKE'
INCHES CC/SEC

6.0 .8264 .7846
12.0 .8213 .7832
24.0 .8185 .7825
36.0 .8160 .7818
48.0 .8142 .7814
60.0 .8128 .7810
90.0 .8104 . 7803

120.0 .8086 .7798
150.0 .8070 .7794
180.0 .8058 .7791
210.0 .8045 .392000 .7787 .65685E 10
240.0 .8036 .7785
270.0 .8028 .7782
300.0 .8020 .352000 .7780 .73149E 10
360.0 .8008 .7777
420.0 .7996 .346000 .7774 .74417E 10
480.0 .7984 .7770
540.0 .7976 .347000 .7768 .74203E 10
600.0 .7969 .7766
720.0 .7957 .328000 .7763 .78501E 10
840.0 .7943 .335000 .7759 .76861E 10
960.0 .7931 .351000 .7755 .73357E 10

1080.0 .7921 .332000 .7752 .77556E 10
1200.0 .7913 .331000 .7750 .77790E 10
1320.0 .7904 .330000 .7748 .78026E 10
1440.0 - .7895 .326000 . 7745 - .78983E 10
1520.0 .7888 .323000 .7743 •.79717E 10
1640.0 .7884 .313000 .7742 .82263E 10
1800.0 .7878 .305000 .7740 .84421E 10
2100.0 .7864 .318000 . 7736 .80970E 10
2400.0 .7854 .312000 . 7734 .82527E 10
2700.0 .7843 .309000 .7730 . .83328E 10
3000.0 .7835 .304000 .7728 .84699E 10
3300.0 .7827 .302000 .7726 .85260E 10
3600.0 .7821 .297000 .7724 .86695E 10
4200.0 .7806 .290000 .7720 .88788E 10
4800.0 .7795 .285000 .7716 .90345E 10
5400.0 .7784 .278000 .7713 .92620E 10
6000.0 .7709 .273000 .7691 .94317E 10
6600.0 .7685 .264000 .7684

 

.97532E 10
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM 

COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING  
_____  (CONTINUED)  

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

"TIME-SEC THICKNESS FLOWRATE POROSITY SPEC. "CAKE
 " ___■ INCHES CC/SEC '

7200.0 .7676 .258000 .7681 .99800E 10
7800.0 .7665 .255000 .7678 .10097E 11
8400.0 .7661 .250000 .7676 .10299E 11
9000.0 .7654 .248000 .7674 .10382E 11 "
9600.0 .7650 .242000 .7673 .10640E 11

10200.0 .7646 .240000 .7672 .10729E 11
10740.0 .7634 .234000 .7668 .11004E 11
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM  

COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING   

MATERIAL - SOTKA" FLOC"( ALPHA CELLULOSE)*  I '
CAKE WEIGHT = 14.5307 GRAMS (DRY WEIGHT) 2_______________________________
SOLID DENS. = 95.8 LB.M/CU.FT._ __J
TEMPERATURE^ 72 F  
VISCOSITY = .9530 CP. "  
LIQ. DENS. = 62.3 LB.M/CU.FT.

 

FORCE = *50.300000

TIME-SEC THICKNESS FLOW RATE POROSITY SPEC. CAKE
INCHES CC/SEC

 

12.0
  

.7540 .7624
24.0 .7465 .7600
36.0 .7438 .7591
48.0 .7414 .7583
60.0 .7402 .7579
90.0 .7375 .7570

120.0 .7343 .233000 .7560 .11119E 11
150.0 .7327 .7555
180.0 .7312 .7549
210.0 .7304 .247000 .7547 .10489E 11
240.0 .7288 .7541
270.0 .7280 .224000 .7539 .11566E 11
300.0 .7264 .7533
360.0 .7249 .217000 .7528 .11939E 11
420.0 .7237 .233000 .7524 .11119E 11
480.0 .7225 .217000 .7520 .11939E 11
540.0 .7215 .210000, .7517 .12337E 11
600.0 .7205 .7513
720.0 .7190 .208000 .7508 .12456E 11
840.0 .7174 .203000 .7502 .12763E 11
960.0 .7162 .202000 .7498 .12826E 11

1080.0 .7150 .201000 . 7494 .12890E 11
1200.0 .7138 .200000 .7490 .12954E 11
1320.0 .7131 .198000 .7487 .13085E 11
1440.0 .7123 .198000 .7484 .13085E 11
1560.0 .7115 .197000 .7482 .13151E 11
1680.0 .7107 .195000 .7479 .13286E 11
1800.0 .7099 .193000 .7476 .13424E 11
2100.0 .7083 .188000 .7470 ' .13781E 11
2400.0 .7068 .185000 .7465 .14005E 11
2700.0 .7058 .184000 .7461 .14081E 11
3000.0 .7046 .183000 .7457 .14158E 11
3600.0 .7028 .175000 .7451 .14805E 11
4200.0 .7012 .170000 .7445 .15240E 11
4800.0 .7001 .166000 .7441 .15607E 11
5400.0 .6988 .163000 .7436 .15895E 11
6000.0. 6980.159000. 7433. 16295E_11   
6600.0 .6969 .154000 .7429 .16824E 11
7200.0 .6961 .151000 .7426 .17158E 11
7800.0 .6953 .147000 .7423 .17625E 11
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM  

COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING 
(CONTINUED) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

TIME-SEC THICKNESS 
__ INCHES _

FLOW RATE 
CC/SEC

POROSITY SPEC. CAKE

 8400.0 .6947 .143000 .7421 .18118E 11
9000.0 .6942 .140000 .7419 .18506E 11
9600.0 .6936 .138000 .7417 . 18774E 11

10200.0 .6928 .133000 .7414 .19480E 11
10800.0 .6925 .130000 .7412 .19930E 11
11400.0 .6920 .128000 . 7411 .20241E 11
12000.0 .6916 .127000 . 7409 .20400E 11
12600.0 .6910 .123000 .7407 .21064E 11
13200.0 .6906 .120000 .7405 .21590E 11
13800.0 .6905 .118000 .7405 .21956E 11
14400.0 .6900 .117000 .7403 .22144E 11
15000.0 .6895 .113000 .7401 .22928E 11
15600.0 .6891 .112000 .7400 .23132E 11
16200.0 .6886 .108000 .7398 .23989E 11
21000.0 .6860 .7388
21600.0 .6858 .091700 .7387 .28253E 11
22200.0 .6857 .089200 .7387 .29045E 11
22800.0 .6854 .088300 . 7386 .29341E 11
23400.0 .6852 .086700 .7385 .29883E 11
24000.0 .6851 .085900 .7384 .30161E 11
24600.0 .6849 .082800 .7384 .31290E 11
25200.0 .6846 .081600 .7383 .31750E 11
25800.0 .6845 .080000 .7382 .32385E 11
26400.0 .6842 .079400 .7381 .32630E 11
27000.0

 

.6840 .077500 .7380 .33430E 11
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM  

 
 

COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING

 
MATE RIA L—- “ SOL K A" F L 0 C (ALPHA' CELLULOSE )
CAKE WEIGHT = 15.1138 GRAMS (DRY WEIGHT)
SOLID DENS., = 95.8 LB.M/CU.FT.
TEMPERATURE = 72 F
VISCOSITY = .9530 CP.  
LIQ. DENS. = 6 2.3 L 8 . M / C U_. FT.

 

F0RCE_= 75.299999 \ 

TIME-SEC THICKNESS "FLOW RATE" POROSITY" SPEC“CAKE
INCH E S CC / S EC

6.0

 

.6888 .7294
12.0 .6821 .7268
24.0 .6770 .7247
36.0 .6741 .7235
48.0 .6717 .7225
60.0 .6701 .7219 •
90.0 .6674 .7207

120.0 .6652 .7198
150.0 .6636 .7192
180.0 .6621 .7185
210.0 .6605 .7178
240.0 .6599 .7176
270.0 .6589 .7172
300.0 .6581 .7168
360.0 .6562 .149200 .7160 .16462E 11
420.0 .6550 .7155
480.0 .6538 .145000 .7149 .16939E 11
540.0 .6530 .7146
600.0 .6520 .133000 .7142 .18468E 11
660.0 .6512 .132000 .7138 .18608E 11
720.0 .6506 .130400 .7136 .18836E 11
840.0 .6493 .126200 .7130 .19463E 11
960.0 .6478 .125500 .7123 .19571E 11

1080.0 .6471 .123000 .7120 .19969E 11
1200.0 .6465 .120500 .7117 .20383E 11
1320.0 .6455 .117800 .7113 .20851E 11
1440.0 .6447 .112200 .7109 .21891E 11
1560.0 .6439 .107800 .7106 .22785E 11

 1680.0 .6436 .103800 .7104 .23663E 11
1800.0 .6430 .100800 .7101 .24367E 11

 2100.0 .6419 .098600 .7097 .24911E 11
2400.0 .6408 .096400 .7092 .25479E 11
2700.0 .6398 .093800 .7087 .26185E 11
3000.0 .6390 .091800 .7084 .26756E 11

 3600.0.6376 .090000 .7077 .27291E 11
 4200.0.6363 .088200 .7071 .27848E 11

4800.0 .6353 .086500 .7066 .28395E 11
5400.0 .6344 .085000 .7062 .28896E 11
6000.0 .6337 .083500 .7059 .29415E 11
6600.0 .6329 .082100 .7055 .29917E 11
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 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM

COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING  
(CONT INUED)

 
   

 XIME-SEC THICKNESSJ FLOW*  RATE P0R0SITY SPEC._CAKE    
_______________________ IN CHE _S C C / S E C_____ __________________________________ 

7200.0 .6323 .080500 .7053 .30512E 11
7800.0 .6317 .079000 .7050 .31091E 11
8400.0 .6312 .041600 .7047 .59043E 11
9000.0 .6306 .040200 .7045 .61099E 11
9600.0 .6302 .039900 .7043 .61559E 11

10200.0 .6298 .039000 .7041 .62979E 11
10800.0 .6293 .038700 .7038 .63467E 11
11400.0 .6290 .037600 .7037 .65324E 11
12000.0 .6286 .036900 .7035 .66563E 11
12600.0 .6284 .036500 .7034 .67293E 11
13200.0 .6281 .035200 .7033 .69778E 11
13800.0 .6278 .034500 .7031 .71194E 11
14400.0 .6275 .034200 .7030 .71818E 11
36000.0 .6214 .034200 .7001 .71818E 11
36600.0 .6214 .033000 .7001 .74430E 11
37200.0 .6212 .032400 .7000 .75808E 11
37800.0 .6211 .032300 .6999 .76043E 11
38400.0 .6210 .031600 .6999 .77728E 11
39000.0 .6209 .031000 .6998 .79232E 11
39600.0 .6208 .030400 .6998 .80796E 11
40200.0 .6207 .030200 .6997 .81331E 11
40800.0 .6206 .6997
41400.0 .6204 .6996
42000.0 .6203 .6996
42600.0 .6203 .6995
43200.0 .6202 .6995
43800.0 .6200 .6994
44400.0 .6199 .6994
45000.0 .6199 .6993
45600.0 .6199 .6993
46200.0 .6195 .6992
46800.0 .6195 .6992



209  
 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM 

COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING

MA’TE'rTa'L*-  SOLKA FLOC (ALPHA-CELLULOSE) 
CAKE WEIGHT = 13.2860 GRAMS (DRY WEIGHT) 
SOLID DENS. = 95.8 LB.M/CU.FT.
TEMPERATURE = 75 F 
VISCOSITY = .9190 CP.
LIQ. DENSz = 62.3 LB.M/CU.FT.

  
 

 F0RCE_= 100.299999 

TIME-SEC THICKNESS “FLOW RATE POROSITY SPECTCAKE"
 ___ INCHES CC/SEC__________________________

 

 
   

60.0 .5933 .7240
90.0 .5803 .7178

120.0 .5756 .7155
150.0 .5734 .112500 .7144 .29694E 11
180.0 .5725 .7139
210.0 .5716 .7135
240.0 .5704 .101700 .7129 .32847E'11
270.0 • .5693 .7123
300.0 .5675 .7114
360.0 .5649 .7101
420.0 .5637 .100000 .7095 .33405E 11
480.0 .5630 .7091
540.0 .5626 .7089
600.0 .5616 .096670 .7084 .34556E 11
720.0 .5604 .093330 .7078 .35793E 11
840.0 .5593 .090830 .7072 .36778E 11
960.0 .5586 .090830 .7068 .36778E 11

1080.0 .5576 .089670 .7063 .37254E 11
1200.0 .5569 .088330 .70 59 .37819E 11

 1320.0.5563 .086500 .7056 .38619E 11
1440.0 .5557 .084670 .7053 .39454E 11
1560.0 .5551 .083570 .7050 .39973E 11
1680.0 .5547 .082500 .7048 .40491E 11
1800.0 .5543 .079100 .7045 .42232E 11
2100.0 .5531 .081000 .7039 .41241E 11
2400.0 .5523 .079100 .7035 .42232E 11
2700.0 .5515 .077700 .7031 .42993E 11
3000.0 .5509 .076300 .7027 .43782E 11
3600.0 .5496 .075100 .7020 .44481E 11
4200.0 .5486 .073700 .7015 .45326E 11
4800.0 .5476 .071900 .7009 .46461E 11
5400.0 .5469 .070600 .7005 .47316E 11
6000.0 .5464 .069400 .7003 .48134E 11
6600.0 .5456 .068900 .6999 .48484E 11
7200.0 .5450 .067800 .6995 .49270E 11
7860.0 .5445 .065000 .6992 .51393E 11
8400.0 .5441 .062900 .6990 .53109E 11

 9000.0.5437 .062300 .6988 .53620E 11
9600.0 .5432 .060700 .6985 .55033E 11

10200.0 .5429 .059600 .6983 .56049E 11
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 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM  
 COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING __________

 (CONTINUED) 

 

TIME-SEC THICKNESS FLOW RATE POROSITY SPEC. CAKE
 _INCHES CC/SEC  _

 

10800.0 .5427 .058600 .6982 .57006E 11
11400.0 .5423 .057700 .6980 .57895E 11
12000.0 .5420 .056800 .6978 .58812E 11
27900.0 .5359 .6944
28200.0 .5358 .6943
28800.0 .5357 .039600 .6943 .84357E 11
29400.0 .5357 .040100 .6943 .83305E 11
30000.0 .5356 .039300 .6943 .85001E 11
30600.0 .5356 .039600 .6942 .84357E 11
31200.0 .5354 .038200 .6941 .87448E 11
31800.0 .5353 .038400 .6941 .86993E 11
32400.0 .5353 .037800 .6940 .88374E 11
33000.0 .5352 .037300 .6940 .89558E 11
33600.0 .5350 .036900 .6939 .90529E 11
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  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM

COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING

 mTtERIAL - SOL~KA~~FLOC"(ALPHA CELLULOSE)”" ~ 
___ CAKE WEIGHT = 14.4288 GRAMS (DRY WEIGHT) "

SOLID DENS._^__ 95.8 LB.M/CU.FT.  
__ TEMPERATURE. = 72, F 

  

■ VISCOSITY =_ .9530 CP. " ’ 
LIQ. DENS. = 62.3 LB.M/CU.FT."

FORCE 15.300000 " __________________________________________

TIME-SEC THICKNESS POROSITY
INCHES

 
-.00 1.3309 . 8663

.06 1.3293 .8661

. 12 1.2931 . 8624

.18 1.2675 .8596

.24 1.2616 . 8589

.30 1.2470 .8573

.36 1.2289 .8552

.42 1.1899 .8505

.48 1.1537 . 8458

.60 1.1502 .8453

.66 1.1411 .8441

.72 1.1376 .8436
______________._78_ ___ 1.J340____ ___ ..8 4 31_______________________________________________ :__________

.84 1.1309 .8426

.90 1.1273____ . 8421

.96 1.1234 .8416
1.02 1.1218 .8414
1.08 1.1187 . 8409
1.14 1.1147 . 8404
1.56 1.1010 .8384
1.68 1.0982 .8380
1.74 1.0966 . 8377
1.80 1.0923 .8371
1.86 1.0903 .8368
1.92 1.0884 .8365
1.98 1.0864 .8362
2.04 1.0840 .8358
2.10 1.0825 .8356
2.16 1.0805 .8353 , _________________________________'
2.34 1.0750 .8345
2.40 1.0734 . 8342
2.52 1.0718 . 8340
2.58 1.0687 . 8335
2.64 1.0671 .8332
2.70 1.0659 . 8331
2.76 1.0643 .8328
2.88 1.0616 .8324
3.00 1.0588 .8319

_____________ 3_._0A_ 1.0580 .8318
3.12 1.0569 .8316
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM "  

COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING  
  (CONTINUED) '______________ "_________________

 

 
 

 
 

TIME-SEC_ THICKNESS POROSITY 
 INCHES,____ 1 

3.18 1.0557

 

. 8314
3.24 1.0549 .8313
3.30 1.0533 .8311
3.42 1.0517 .8308

30.36 1.0163 .8249
60.36 1.0159 . 8248
90.36 1.0096 .8237

126.36 1.0073 .8233

  



 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM 

COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING 

MATERIAL - SOLKA FLOC (ALPHA CELLULOSE)' 
CAKE WEIGHT = 14.4288 GRAMS (DRY WEIGHT)  

 SOLID DENS. = 95.8 LB.M/CU.FT.
TEMPERATURE = 72 F   
VISCOSITY = .9530 CP.
LIQ. DENS. = 62.3 LB.M/CU._FJ.

   
 

 
FORCE = 40.300000 

 
TIME-SEC THICKNESS POROSITY

INCHES

.00 1.0073 . 8233

.30 1.0073 . 8233

.60 1.0073 .8233

.90 1.0073 .8233
1.20 1.0073 . 8233
1.50 1.0073 .8233
1.56 1.0029 .8226
1.68 1.0053 .8230
1.74 .9828 .8189
1.80 .9541 .8135
1.86 .9435 .8114
1.92 .9269 . 8080
1.98 .9100 .8045
2.04 .8974 .8017
2.10 .8868 .7993
2.16 .8773 . 7972
2.22 .8699 .7954
2.28 .8643 .7941
2.34 .8592 .7929
2.40 .8549 .7918
2.46 .8514 .7910
2.52 .8486 .7903
2.58 .8458 .7.896 .
2.64 .8419 .7886
2.70 .8411 .7884
2.76 .8391 .7879
2.82 .8376 .7875

 2.88 .8364 .7872
 2.94 .8352 .7869
 3.00 .8336 . .7865
 3.06 .8317 .7860

3.12 .8313 .7859
3.18 .8311 .7859
3.24 .8297 .7855
3.42 .8281 .7851

20.70 .8069 .7795
52.50 .7986 .7772
68.70 .7974 .7768
83.70 .7962 .7765

 98.70 .7954 .7763 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM  __  

COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING 
 _(C0NTINUEOJ

 

TIME-SEC THICKNESS POROSITY^
 INCH E S '  

 119.7 0 .79 3 9.7 7 5 8 _______________________________________________ 
120.00 .7939 .7758
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 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM■  

" COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING 

MATERIAL - sTl~KA f'lOc""( A LP'HA~C E LLU L 0 S~E)
CAKE WEIGHT = 14.6001 GRAMS (DRY WEIGHT) _________________________________

__SOLID DENS. = 95.8 LB.M/CU.FT.  '
TEMPERATURE_= 72 F _ _
VISCOSITY = .9530 CP.  
LIQ. DENS. = 62.3 LB. M / C U . FT .:

FORCE = 15.300000

TIME-SEC THICKNESS POROSITY
INCHES

.00 1.0997 .8363

.06 1.0902 . 8348

.12 1.0524 .8289

.18 1.0410 . 8270

.24 1.0135 . 8223

.30 1.0095 .8216

.36 1.0036 . 8206

.42 .9973 .8195

.48 .9910 .8183

.54 .9859 .8174

.60 .9808 .8164

.66 .9769 .8157

.72 .9733 .8150

.78 .9698 .8143

.84 .9666 .8137

.90 .9635 .8131

.96 .9615 .8127
1.02 .9587 .8122
1.08 .9568 .8118
1.14 .9552 .8115

■ 1.20 .9532 .8111
1.26 .9513 .8107
1.32 .9497 . 8104
1.38 .9481 .8101
1.44 .9465 .8098
1.50 .9454 .8095
1.56 .9442 .8093
1.62 .9430 .8091
1.68 .9418 .8088
1.74 .9410 . 8087
1.80 .9399 .8084
1.86 .9391 .8082
1.92 .9379 .8080
2.22 .9343 .8073
2.82 .9288 . 8061

____ 3 ..42__ ____ ._925_3____ ___ ._8054____________________ ______________________________________
17.82 .9052 .8011
38.22 .9001 .7999
59.82 .8965 .7992
89.82 .8938 .7985
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 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM .___________ ;

 COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING
:_______ (CONTINUED) 

 

 
   

 

 
  

T£ME-SEC THICKNESS ' POROSITY
 '  INCHES  " 

119.82 .8918 .7981
149.82 .8902 . 7977
179.82 .8891 .7975
239.82 .8889 .7974
299.82 .8887 . 7974
359.82 .8885 .7973
419.82 .8884 .7973
479.82 .8883 .7973
539.82 .8875 .7971
599.82 .8863 .7968



 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM  

COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING

MATERIAL -  SOLKA FLOC "(ALPHA CELLULOSE) _ ____ 
CAKE WEIGHT = 14.6001 GRAMS" (DRY WEIGHT) 
SOLID DENS._= 95/8 LB.M/CU.FT. 
TEMPERATURE = 72 F^  
VISCOSITY = .9530 CP. '  __2  
LIO. DENS. = 62.3 LB. M/CU ".FJ.

. FORCE. =40.300000 _
  

tTme-s e c tHIckNES S P0RO sTty
INCHES

1.0 2.7997 ' 7 748

.00 .8863 .7968

.30 .8859 .7967

.36 .8855 .7967

.42 .8832 .7961

.48 .8776 . 7948

.54 .8658 .7920

.60 .8524 .7888
• 66 .8406 . 7858
.72 .8284 . 7826
.78 .8182 .7799
.84 .8099 .7777
.90 .8040 .7760

1_. 0 8 .795 8.J 7 37
1.14.J 9 30.JI 2_9 
1.2 0 J 9 0 6 J 723
1.2 6 .J 8 8 7 . 7 717
1_. 32______ ..7871________ . 7712
1.38 .7855 .7708
1.44 .7847 .7705
1.50 .7832 . 7701
1.56 .7824 .7698
1.62 .7816 .7696

_1_._6 8 .78 0 8 . 7694 _____
1.74.780 0. 7691__  
1 ._80.7796. 7690
2.10.7765 . .7 6 8 1
2.70 J729 Jb70_______
 3.30 . 7 710._7664   

20.88 .7580.7624
 33.00 .7552  .7616________

59.70 __.7517__
.7497

_____.7604_
. 759889.70

120.24 .7481 .7593
179.76 .7461 . 7587
239.70 .7446 .7582
299.76 .7430 .7577
359.70 .7418 .7573
419.70 .7410 . 7570

 479.70 .7399 .7566
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 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM

COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING 
(_C 0 N TIN U E D)

 
 

.TIME-SEC THICKNESS _POROSITY
LNCHES  

5 39.70 .7391 7564   
599.70 .7383 .7561

 

 

 



219 _____
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM 

   COMPRESSIGN-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING

material - Tolk a fl g c~( a lp'ha Tel l u l’c s e')
 CAKE WEIGHT 6725 GRAMS (DRY WEIGHT)
 SOLID DENS. - 95.8 LB . M/CU. FT  
TEMPERATURE = 72 F 
VISCOSITY = .9530 CP. 
LIQ. DENS. "= 62.3 LB.M/CU.FT. 

FORCE =15.3CCC00
 

Time-sec tTiTkneTs poTosTty"
INCHES

.00 1.2459 .8548

.06 1.1514 . 8428

.12 1.0396 .8259

. 18 1.0222 .8230

.24 1.0175 .8222

.30 1.CC77 . 8204

.36 1.CC14 .8193

.42 .9943 .8180

.48 .9884 .8169

.54 .9833 .8160

.60 .9785 .8151 \

.66 .9742 .8142

.72 .9699 .8134

.78 .9663 .8127

.84 .9622 .8119

.90 .9592 .8114

.96 .9557 .8107
1.02 .9521 . 8099
1.08 .9486 .8092
1.14 .9459 .8087
1.20 .9435 . 8082
1.26 .9403 .8076
1.32 .9376 .8070
1.38 .9356 .8066
1.44 .9333 .8061
1.50 . .9313 . 8057
1.56 .9293 . 8053
1.62 .9270 . 8048
1.68 .9250 . 8044
1.74 .9234 . 8040
1.80 .9218 .8037
1.86 .9203 .8034
1.92 .9187 .8030
1.98 .9175 . 8028
2.04 .9163 .8025
2.10 .9151 .8023
2.16 .9136 .8019
2.22 .9124 . 8017
2.28 .9116 .8015
2.34

 
.9108 .8013
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM  

 C.OMPREJS SIGN-PERMEABILITY C E L L  T E S_TIJMG
(CCNTINUEC)

■ TIME-SEC THICKNESS POROSITY
INCHES— 1 

1 

o o
 

|<r sr 
’ CXJ 

C
XI

1

.9096 .8011

.9088 .8009
2.52 .9081 . 8007
2.58 .9073 . 8005
2.64 .9065 .8004
2.70 .9057 . 8002
2.76 .9053 .8001
2.82 .9041 . 7999
2.88 .9033 .7997.
2.94 .9025 . .7995
3.00 .9018 .7993
3.06 .9014 .7992
3.36 .8994 . 7988
3.66 .8970 .7983
3.96 .8951 .7978
4.26 .8931 .7974
4.56 .8919 .7971
4.86 .8905 . 7968
5.16 .8896 .7966 '
5.46 .8888 .7964



 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM
COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL_TE_STJNG

MATERIAL - _SOLKA FLOC (ALPHA CELLULOSE) 
CAKE WEIGHT = 14.6725 GRAMS (DRYWEIGHT) 
SOLID DENS 95.8_LB . M/CU.FT.
TEMPERATURE_=_72 F   
VISCOSITY, __= _.953O CP. 
LIQ. DENS. = 62.3 LB.M/CU.FT.

   
  

FORCE =  .40.30CC00

TIME-'SEC TH"fCKN ESS POROSffY
INCHES

.00 .8880 .7962

.30 .8868 .7959

.54 .8860 .7958

.60 .8836 .7952

.66 . 8833 .7951

.72 .8825 .7949

.78 .8781 .7939

.84 .8746 .7931

.90 .8710 .7923

.96 .8651 . 7908
1.02 .8494 . 7870
1.08 .8305 .7821
1.14 .8144 .7778
1.20 .8025 . 7745
1.26 .7931 .7718
1.32 .7860 .7698
1.38 .7801 .7680
1.44 .7754 .7666
1.50 .7718 .7655
1.56 .7687 . 7646
1.62 .7663 .7639
1.68 .7640 __ .7631_________________________
1.74 .7620 .7625
1.80 .7604 .7620
1.86 .7596 .7618
1.92 .7584 . 7614
1.98 .7569 .7609
2.04 .7561 .7607
2.10 .7553 .7604
2.16 .7545 .7602
2.28 .7533 .7598
2.40 .7525 .7595
2.52 .7514 .7592
2.64 .7502 .7588
2.76 .7494 .7585
2.88 .7486 .7583
3.00 .7478 . 7580
3.30 .7462 .7575
3.60 .7447 .7570
3.90 .7439 .7567



  
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM  

COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING  
:__________ (C ONT IN U E C )

TIME-SEC THICKNESS POROSITY
INCHES   

 
4.2C .7431 .7565
4.50 .7423 .7562
4.80 .7415 .7560
5.10 .7407 .7557
5.40 .7399 . 7554
5.70 .7396

 

 

.7553
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:  _ _ EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM ,_______
 COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING

 
MATERIAL - SOLKA" FLO~C~ Ta LP'ha"' C"EL"LUL OS E)
CAKE WEIGHT_= 13.3946 GRAMS (DRY_WEIGHTJ _______________
SOLID DENS._= 9 5.8 LB.M/CU.FT._ _ ________________________________
TEMP ERAT UR E__=_7 2_ F _________________________________ •____________________
VIS C CLS I T Y_ ’ = . 9 5 3 C C P .
LIQ. DENS. = 62.3 LB.M/CU.FT. 

FORCE = • 100.29999 9.

TTME-SEC THICKNESS POROSITY
 INCHES 

.00 1.0652 .8449

.60 1.0652 .8449

.66 1.0589 .8440

.72 1.0353 . 8404

.78 1.0325 . 8400

.84 1.0207 . 8382

.90 1.0065 . 8359

.96 .9963 .8342
1.02 .9829 .8319
1.08 .9679 . 8293
1.14 .9514 .8264
1.20 .9384 .8240
1.26 .9270 .8218.
1.32 .9195 . 8203
1.38 .9132 .8191
1.44 .9057 .8176 '
1.50 .8947 .8154
1.56 .8951 .8154
1.62 .8924 .8149
1.68 .8904 .8145
1.74 .8864 .8136
1.80 .8845 .8132
1.86 .8817 .8126
1.92 .8801 .8123
1.98 .8778 .8118
2.04 .8703 .8102
2.10 .8636 .8087
2.16 .8553 .8069
2.22 .8475 . 8051
2.28 .8286 .8006^________________________________________________________
2.34 .8160 .7975
2.40 .8081 .7956
2.46 .8030 .7943
2.52 .7990 .7933
2.58 .7900 .7909
2.64 .7896 .7908
2.70 . .7864 .7899
2.76 .7801 .7882
2.82 .7758 .7871
2.88 .7715 .7859



 _______ . ■224:____________
 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM

   COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING
LCO NT.I NUE D)'

 
  

 
TIME-SEC THIC K N E S S P 0 R_O S I TY

INCHES  

2.94 .7658 .7843
3.00 .7614 .7830
3.06 .7614 .7830
3.12 .7575 .7819
3.18 .7498 .7797
3.24 .7477 .7790
3.30 .7451 .7783 ‘
3.36 .7427 .7776
3.42 .7392 .7765
3.48 .7361 .7756
3.54 .7327 .7745
3.60 .7301 . 7737
3.66 .7274 .7729
3.72 .7254 .7723
3.78 .7246 .7720
3.84 .7235 .7717
3.90 .7211 .7709
3.96 .7185 .7701
4.02 .7168 .7695
4.08 .7152 .7690
4.14 .7140 .7686
4.20 .7120 .7680
4.26 .7101 .7674
4.32 .7085 .7668
4.38 .7069 .7663
4.44 .7053 .7658
4.50 .7038 .7653
4.56 .7026 .7649
4.62 .7008 .7643
4.68 .6994 .7638
4.74 .6989 .7636
4.80 .6961 .7627
4.86 .6939 . .7619
4.92 .6920 .7613
4.98 .6904 .7607
5.04 .6888 .7602
5.10 .6872 .7596
5.16 .6853 .7589
5.22 .6837 .7584
5.28 .6821 .7578
5.34 .6805 .7573
5.40 .6778 .7563
5.52 .6742 . 7550
5.58 .6723 . 7543
5.64 .6707 .7537
5.70 .6691 .7531
5.76 .6676 .7525
5.82 .6660 .7519
5.88 .6648 .7515
5.94 .6628 . 7508
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 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM  ■

 COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING
(CONTINUED

  
 

_______ _HjME-SEC TH ICKN E S S P0R0S I T Y ______ __ _______________________________________  
INCHES_    

6.00 .6616 .7503
6.06 .6605 .7499
6.12 .6597 .7496
6.18 .6589 .7493
6.24 .6581 .7490
6.30 .6577 .7488

' 6.36 .6569 .7485
6.42 .6565 .7484
6.48 .6557 .7481
6.54 .6553 .7479
6.60 .6550 .7478
6.66 .6542 . 7475
6.72 .6538 .7473
6.78 .6534 .7472
6.84 .6530 .7470
6.90 .6530 .7470
7.20 .6514 .7464
7.50 .6502 .7459
7.80 .6494 .7456
8.10 .6483 .7452
8.40 .6467 .7445
8.70 .6459 . 7442

21.00 .6183 .7328
33.00 .6144 .7311
45.00 .6069 .7278
57.00 .6053 .7271
72.00 .6038 .7264
87.00 .6022 .7257

102.00 .6010 .7251
117.00 .6000 .7246
147.00 .5982 .7238
177.00 .5961 .7229
207.00 .5958 .7227
237.00 .5944 .7221
267.00 .5939 .7219
297.00 .5935 .7217
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.    EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM

 COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY. CELL. JESJT IJ1G

MATERIAL - SOrKA~FToC~("aUpHA c'ELLUTcTe )
CAKE HEIGHT = 13.3S46. GRAMS (CRY_WEIGHTJ
SOLID DENS. = <35.8 LB.M/CU.FT.
TEMPERATURE = 72 F ______________________
VJ SC0S I T Y=. 9530 _CP . ______________
LIQ. DENS. = 62.3 LB.M/CU.FT. 

FORCE =200.2^9 999_______________________________________________________
 

tTme-sec thicRnFs's p'or'osi'ty
INCHES 

6.42 .5309 .6889

.00 . 5833 .7168

.06 .5825 .7164

. 12 .5817 .7160

.18 .5809 .7156

.24 .5794 .7149

.30 .5766 .7135

.36 .5715 .7109

.42 .5685 .7094

.48 .5662 .7082

.54 .5630 .7066

.60 .5597 .7048'

.66 .5571 .7035

.72 .5561 .7030

.78 .5536 .7016

.84 .5526 .7010

.90 .5508 .7001

.96 .5494 .6993
1.02 .5481 .6986
1.08 .5475 .6983
1.14 .5465 .6977
1.20 . 5455 .6972
1.26 .5453 .6971
1.32 .5443 .6965
1.38 .5439 .6963
1.44 .5431 .6958
1.50 .5427 .695 6______________________________ __________________________
1.56 .5426 .6955
1.62 .5420 .6952
1.68 .5414 .6949
2.28 .5394 .6937
2.28 .5386 .6933
2.58 .5374 .6926
2.88 .5363 .6919
3.18 .5357 .6916
3.48 .5353 .6914
4.08 . 5337 .6905
4.68 .5329 .6900
5.28 .5321 .6895
5.88 .5313 ____._6_89.1________________________________________________________



 *  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM '
 COMPRESSION-PERMEABILITY CELL TESTING ___

(CONTINUED)

 

TIME-SEC THICKNESS POROSITY
  LNCHES   

7.68 • .5290 .6877
19.68 .5231 .6842
31.68 .5160 .6798
43.68 .5132 .6781
55.68 .5120 .6774
70.68 .5095 .6758
85.68 .5081 .6749

100.68 .5067 .6740
115.68 .5C57 .6734
145.68 .5042 .6723
17’5.68 .5018 ;6708
205.68 .5013 .6704
235".68" .5005 .6700
265.68 .4998 .6695


